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Category: 1851 Exhibition of All Nations (1 to 1)
The London Crystal Palace - the First World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 1 - Child's Alphabet Plate with the "Crystal Palace." in the center. Above is "Exhibition of All
Nations." Around the rim are raised 26 letters of the alphabet. The picture is in black with added
green, yellow and red. Size: 6 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Good. There is foxing from the inner
edge to the outer rim edge. There is a hairline at 5 o'clock and an 1/8 inch chip just right of the
center. Very Rare.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Category: 1853 New York Crystal Palace (2 to 2)
The First World's Fair held in the United States. The New York Crystal Palace was located on 5th Avenue and 42nd Street, also known
as Bryant Park.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 2 - Brass Medal with image of the "New York Crystal Palace", "1853" on the Obverse. On the
Reverse is a man in a cart being pulled by 2 dogs. "H. B. West's." around top, "Tray and Troy." in
center under image and "Famous Trained Dogs." around bottom. Size: 1 1/16" diameter. Condition:
Fine, it has overall wear to finish and the faces of the man in the cart and the dogs are worn.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 36

Category: 1873 Vienna International Exposition (3 to 4)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 3 - Chocolate Medal. Obverse: Raised bust looking right in the center with "Franz Joseph I.
Kaiser von Oesterreich, Koenig von Boehmen etc., Apost. Koenig von Ungarn." Around the edge. In
small writing near the bottom is "J. Tautenhayn". Reverse: Pictures 5 allegorical figures, 4 are
woman, one is Mercury (with the wings). Two of the woman are seated and two are standing. One is
semi-nude. The figure in the center is placing a wreath on the head of the one to the left. At top is
"Fur Kunst". At the Bottom is "Weltausstellung 1873 Wien" (World's Fair 1873 Vienna). Size: 2
3/4" wide by greater than 3/16" thick. Condition: Excellent with a few very small dark spots.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 4 - Cabinet Photo of an art exhibit. The card is marked "Weltausstellung 1873" (World's Fair
1873) and in smaller letters "Depose" (Registered) and "Vervielfaltigung vorbehalten" (duplication
reserved). Size: 4 1/16" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Photo is Excellent and bright. The writing is
a little faded and one corner has a little bend.
Estimate: $ 18 - $ 25

$9

Category: 1876 Centennial Exposition (5 to 13)
This World's Fair commemorating the 100th Anniversary of the birth of the United States was held in Philadelphia Pennsylvania.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 5 - Small Advertising Booklet for Crandell Toys. The cover has "Centennial Book to take
home." picturing "Independence Hall, Philadelphia" and "Presented by Orange Judd Company, 245
Broadway, New York." with "1776" & "1876" in the top corners. Inside are pages numbered 2 to 15
that contain statistics about the US & Territories, The important buildings at the fair and several
pages advertising Orange Judd products. The last 2 pages are for Crandell Toys, picturing 6 different
toys and prices. Orange Judd is the sole agent for Crandell toys (they made the wooden Uncle Sam
"Ye Hero of '76"). Size: 2 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely fine a crease in the back
cover and a little aging of the paper.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 6 - Advertising Booklet from the "Duryeas' Glen Cove Starch M'n'f'g Co." The booklet
contains 16 pages not including the color cover or color center fold of their factory. There is an
engraving of their exhibit at the fair, a list of places on the fairgrounds where their product is used
(restaurants) and the rest of the booklet discusses uses for their product. Size: 4 1/8" wide by 6 1/16"
high. Condition: Very Fine, creases in bottom right corner of half the pages and some age toning.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 7 - Trade Card for "Restaurant Lafayette" picturing the restaurant building in black surrounded
by green. Above the building is "International Exhibition Philadelphia." Below the picture is
"Moderate Prices" and "Best of Fare" (I believe that is supposed to be a pun). In the green area at top
is a picture of "Wil Penn" and below is "Independence Hall". On the back is a layout of the
fairgrounds with the images of several buildings with "French Restaurant Lafayette" written at the
bottom. Size; 4 3/8" wide by 2 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a very light spot on the
back and in the upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 8 - Trade Card for "Kolb and Bindewald's Sehuetzen Halle", "Elm Avenue, Opposite Middle
Entrance Main Building, Philadelphia." (as marked on back) The front pictures the building with
several flags flying including the American Flag. The card is printed all in black. Size: 4 5/16" wide
by 2 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, 3 small tears at bottom and some age browning, worst at the
top of the back.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 9 - Trade Card for "Vienna Model Bakery.", "Erected by Gaff, Fleischmann & Co." (now the
Fleischmann Yeast Company), "Situated North of the Main Building, East of Memorial Hall." with a
large picture of the building with people in front. On the back is their advertising copy. The card is
printed in black. Size: 5 11/16" wide by 3 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, with a light spot on the
front (lower left) and brown spots on the back (with a little paper stuck on the brown at the bottom).
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 10 - Trade card in Multicolor Chromolithography of a "Bird's Eye View of Centennial
Buildings", "Centennial Station of Philada & Reading R.R." (written on at the bottom). On the back
is black writing "Philadelphia & Reading Railroad. Steam Trains to and from the Centennial
Grounds." with lots of copy including time tables and more. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Fine, some light creases and very slight soiling.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 11 - Trade Card in Multicolor Chromolithography of the "Centennial Building of Fuller,
Warren & Co.", "Stove Manufacturers." with a picture of their pavilion with people around it. The
back is printed in black with their logo and locations. The card was printed by "The Hatch Lith. Co.
32 & 34 Vesey St., N. Y." Size: 5 3/4" wide by 3 1/516" high. Condition: Fine. There are crease in
the upper corners and a small piece of paper has lifted from the left side.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 12 - Trade Card for "Marcus Ward & Co." with "International Exhibition" "Philadelphia A.D.
1876" at the top. The picture is of 2 Roman statues in arches and states their exhibit is in the "British
Section". The back is printed in brown and describes all the things they publish. Size: 24 3/4" wide
by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. One 1/4 tear at the bottom and a few small light brown spots
on the back.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 13 - Trade Card for "Usine Carre" picturing an array of their products. Around the edge is
"Philadelphia Exhibition.", "Jron (sic) Constructions.", "Park Gates Railings Green Houses,
Kiosques(sic)", and "Garden and Benches." The picture in the middle is sepia toned. On the back is
their address in Paris. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. The picture is faded
and there is one large crease from center top to left side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1893 World's Columbian Exposition (14 to 57)
Celebrating the 400th Anniversary of the Discovery of America. Held in Chicago, Illinois
For Medal references:
Eglit refers to Eglit's Book on Columbian Exposition Medals as revised by Hoffman.
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.
McGlothlin refers to Chris McGlothlin's "World's Fair Spoons" Book

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 14 - Poster of the Viking Ship that was located on the fairgrounds during the fair. Printed in
brown, the poster features the ship under full sail along with inset pictures of Captain Anderson and
11 crew members. These men sailed the ship from Norway to the the fair and remained with the ship
during the fair. After the fair ended, the ship was sailed down to New Orleans. The flag at the top of
the flagpole has "Viking" on it. This ship is featured in many prints by Graham and photos by
Arnold. This ship was the first viking ship to sail to the Americas since Leif Erikson in the year
1000. The poster comes in a period frame that is damaged. A Very Rare piece. Size: 14" wide by 11"
high. Condition: Fine. There is paper loss from the edges and a stain along the bottom, but neither go
into the field. The paper is age toned and wavey when taken out of the frame.
Estimate: $ 250 - $ 500

$ 125

Lot # 15 - Small Satsuma Dish with a gold image of the Palace of Fine Arts with a balloon in the sky
above. In front of the building is a blue lagoon with a gondola and sail boat. Around the edge is a
gold decoration. Size: 4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 16 - Satsuma Women's Vanity Powder Box with the image of the Fisheries building on the
top. Around the sides are flowers and gold lines. Size: 3 5/8" diameter by 1 3/4" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 17 - Woman's Satin Glass Powder Jar with raised painted daisies on the sides and top. Painted
on the side in gold is "World's Fair. 1893." The sides are 6 raised rounded sections. The rim on the
bottom half is painted gold with raised white bumps all around. The bottom is marked "Libbey Cut
Glass", "Toledo O." Uncommon. Size: 4" diameter by 3 1/4" tall. Condition: Fine. The jar is missing
a few white dots on the rim, and the writing is worn and turning green (was originally gold).
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 200

$ 50

Lot # 18 - Milk Glass Tumbler with a multicolor picture of "The Illinois State Building" "World's
Fair Chicago" "1893". The picture is in beige, blue, green (a few shades of each color). Size: 2 5/8"
diameter by 3 11/16" tall. Condition: Would be Excellent except for a 1/8" chip on the rim in the
back.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 100

$ 36

Lot # 19 - Pink Satin Glass Egg shaped Salt Shaker with raised letters "Columbian 1893 Exhibition"
painted in gold. The bottom is stamped with a circle "Libbey Cut Glass Toledo O." with something
pictured in the center. Size: 2 7/8" long by about 2" high (hard to measure). Condition: Excellent, a
little soiled.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 20 - Jig Saw Puzzle picturing the "Horticultural Hall." At the top of the box cover is "The
World's Columbian Exposition". At the bottom is "Picture Puzzles". The box and puzzle are
multicolor chromolithography. The puzzle is complete. Made by "McLoughlin Bros. New York." a
premier game and toy maker of the later half of the 19th Century. Size: Box is 12 3/4" wide by 9
1/2" high. The puzzle is 20" wide by 10 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a little paper
loss on the left side of the cover, a slight crease and indentation of the cover. Also a light spot near
the center.
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 21 - "Columbus A Puzzle" made by "Milton Bradley Co. Springfield, Mass." The cover has a
multicolor lithograph picturing Columbus, the ships of the Caravel and "1492", "1892". Inside are 8
small blocks with letters that spell "Columbus". The goal is to move the blocks in such a manner that
you end up with Columbus spelled correctly on the bottom. Size: Box is 5 1/4" wide by 5 5/8" high
by 11/16" thick. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little damage to the aprons of the box top. The
inside is clean.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 22 - Inkwell in the shape of the globe (or a ball) with color lithographed paper around the
outside that has an aerial view of the fairgrounds with several building pictured on it. Near the
bottom is written "Chicago Exposition 1893" When you open it up there is a capped glass inkwell
inside. The cap is metal and is attached to the inside with a hinge on one side and a clasp that holds it
tight to the glass inkwell. The bottom is marked "Made in Austria". These are hard to find. Size: 2
3/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine. It has most of the paper with only small areas of loss and
the paper is browned. The ink well lid should have a stopper in the top that is missing (probably not
important if you aren't going to put ink in it).
Estimate: $ 150 - $ 250

$ 75

Lot # 23 - "Melzers' Souvenir." Soap. This is a miniature soap in the shape of a baby in the original
box, with original packing. The box is marked "World's Columbian Exposition, Chicago, 1893." and
"Household Soaps and Silver Washing Flakes. Evansville, Ind." Size: The box is 2 5/8" wide by 1
1/16" deep by 1 1/16" high. The soap is 2 1/4" long. Condition: Soap is Excellent. Box is Very fine,
there is tape repair on some of the edges and the box is slightly browned.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 24 - Small China Jug with multicolor picture of the "World's Fair Horticultural Building",
picturing the building with boats on the lake in the foreground. There is gold gilt on the handle and
the rim. Marked "Made in Germany" on the bottom. Size: 1 1/4" diameter by 2 3/4" tall. The depth
from the side to the edge of the handle is 1 7/8". Condition: Excellent with wear to the gold on the
top rim. The writing is a little blurry as made.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 25 - Wooden clock with only hour hand (this is how it was made). There is a raised bust of
"Columbus" with a star on each side at top. The dial has raised numbers 1 through 12 around the
clock face. At the bottom is "Anno 1492" in raised letters. The clock is open on both sides showing
the gears, which are also made of wood, with metal attachments. The clock was made by Bostwick
& Burgess Mfg. Co Norwalk, Ohio. It has the pulley, but is missing the 3 weights. Size: 13 7/8" tall
by 5 3/4" wide by 4 1/2" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine with a couple of light nicks on the edge.
However there are supposed to be 3 weights, 2 of which are acorn shaped, and they are all missing.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 26 - Woven Silk of the "Machinery Hall" in the original cardboard holder. Under the silk is
marked "Woven in Pure Silk", "Machinery Hall", "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, 1893.",
"Area ... 17 Acres.", "Cost ... $ 1,200,000". The silk is red on a cream background. The piece comes
in a period frame (9" by 7"). Size: Images is 4 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" high. The Cardboard is about 6"
wide by 5" high. Condition: Very Fine. The silk is a little faded with a couple of light spots. The
cardboard is a little age toned.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 27 - Complete Deck of 54 playing cards in the original box. The top of each card is blue and
shows an image of Columbus and his landing party. Each number card shows a building from the
fair printed in multicolor chromolithography. The joker has "Columbian Souvenir Playing Cards.
Copyrighted 1893 by G. W. Clark." written on it. The 54th card is blank on the card side so that you
can make any card that you need to replace. The box is blue and pictures the "Administration
Building" with Columbian Souvenir Playing Card Co,", "Chicago.", "Illinois." On the other side is
Columbus and Miss Liberty. and is also marked "Columbian Souvenir Playing Cards". Size: 2 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Cards are Mint. The box is Extremely Fine with a little soiling and a
1" tear on one corner. It will be hard to find a nicer deck. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 28 - Round Paperweight with incised image of Columbus from the bottom and raised letters
around the edge "World's Columbian" and "1492 Exposition 1892". (Rossen pg 115 #1) Size: 3 1/4"
diameter by 1 1/8" thick. Condition: Excellent, a couple of very small and light scratches.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 29 - Glass Shoe with raised letters on the heel "World's Columbia" , "1893", "Exposition". On
the toe in gold paint is "World's Fair '93". There is a glass bow on the front. (Rossen pg. 111 #5)
Size: 5" long by 2" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is a 1/4" wide chip on the top
of the heel and on top of the bow. The gold on the toe is a little worn.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 30 - Plate with the following written on it: "Chase & Sanborn's 'Seal Brand' Coffee Served
Exclusively to the Over Twenty-one Million People", "Admitted to the Columbian Exposition
Chicago 1893." "Souvenir in Daily use at World's Fair." "Universally accepted as the Leading Fine
Coffee-of the World". This is an advertising plate that was used at the fair and then taken home by
the visitor. Bottom of the plate is marked "U.R.W." with a picture of an eagle's head with something
in its month. Size: 5 5/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with some wear to the writing and a little
brown on the bottom rim.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 31 - Chocolate Tongs, marked "Souvenir from Huylers" with a raised image of the landing of
Columbus with "1492" and "October" written to the left and the "Santa Maria" on the other side with
"1892". This is silver plated. The ends are pointed to ease grabbing. (Rossen pg. 137 #2) Size: 3"
long by 9/16". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 12

Lot # 32 - Bronze Medal in high relief, Eglit #107. Obverse: Raised bust of "Cristoforo Colombo" in
the center with a topless full figured Native American woman on the left holding hands across the
top with Miss liberty on the right with a globe above their hands. At the bottom is an eagle with
spread wings. In the tiniest writing around the bottom is "L. Pogliaghi Invento E Modello A.
Cappuccio Incise" & "Stabilimento Johnson Milano". Reverse: Pictures 4 Native Americans at the
bottom (one is prominent) with a winged woman in the sky with 2 cherubs and a tiny Administration
Building in front of the setting sun. At top is "MDCCCXCII" and at the bottom is "MCCCCXCII".
(Eglit says: "In the center is the figure of 'Civilization' surrounded by Genii. Below and Indian
Warrior.") This is the smaller version. Size: 2 5/16" (60 mm) diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
overall age toning. Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 33 - White Medal Eglit # 36A. Obverse: pictures "Columbus" and "Washington" at bottom,
around the rim at top "Signing of the Declaration of Independence" with image of the signing. Eagle
on shield between Columbus and Washington, center in ribbon "World's Columbian Exposition"
"1892" "1893", "Chicago" at bottom. Reverse: "Discovery of America" around rim at top, with scene
of landing "October 1492". At bottom pictures "Landing of the Pilgrims" "Dec. 1620". The updated
Eglit book states this medal is silver, but I did not see any marking. The edge of the medal has
"Boldenwerk & Co. Pat'd Oct. 7 1890" pressed into it. (Note: Eglit states this medal has a reeded
edge, but this one has a smooth edge.) Size: 2 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with heavy
toning overall. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 34 - Aluminum Medal, Eglit # 9. Obverse: Scene of Columbus landing with soldiers and globe
in background, with inscription below: "Landing of Columbus in America, Oct. 12, 1492. Pat'd Dec.
1 1891." Reverse: Birds Eye View of the World's Columbian Exposition in front of the globe. At
bottom "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago 1892-3" and around the edge "World's Fair
Souvenir." Size: 1 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 35 - Brass Medal. Obverse: A picture of the "Mines and Mining Building" with "350 x 700
feet Cost $ 265,000" in tiny writing at the bottom. Reverse: pictures the "U. S. Government"
building with " 345 x 415 feet 33 Acres Cost $ 400,000". Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 36 - Aluminum medal, Eglit # 42. Issued in connection with the Fair. Obverse: Early
pioneering scene of Chicago. A log cabin, etc. Outer band inscribed: "Chicago 1833 Area 1 sq. mile.
Population 150 souls. Veni, Vidi, Vici.". Reverse: In center; "28 railroads center in Chicago over
which 922 passenger trains arrive and depart daily, etc." Around edge: "Chicago 1893 Population
1,500,000 Area 176 Sq. Miles Souvenir of 60 year growth". Size: 1 3/4" diameter by 1/8" thick.
Condition: Excellent with a few very light surface scratches. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 37 - Metal Box with open designs on each side and the top decorated with an etches flower
and "Columbian Fair Souvenir". There is a red felt bottom on the inside and it stands on 4 legs. Size:
3" square by 2 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. The sides are a little bent and has overall
toning. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 38 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon with a detailed engraved image of "Machinery Hall" in the
bowl. The twisted handle has a ribbon running off it in the middle making a bow at the top. Different
than most spoons. Size: 11/16" wide by 4 1/4" long. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 39 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with a raised image of the "Woman's Building" in the
bowl. Down the handle is a woman holding a staff and sitting on the globe with "Columbian
Exposition" below that. The back of the handle from top to bottom is "1492", "1893" a picture of the
"Santa Maria" then a circle with a boat on the waves and words around it including "The World's
Columbian Commission..." (the rest is hard to read because it is so small and a few letters are rubbed
off), then Queen Isabelle and "Sterling". Size: 4 1/8" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine,
a bit of wear to the back. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 40 - Advertising Booklet with color pictures of the fair's buildings inside. This "Souvenir
World's Columbian Exposition" that is "Compliments of Wolf, Sayer & Heller Incorporated" located
on "Fulton and Peoria Sts Chicago". The cover also announces them as the "Butchers Headquarters
during the Fair". Inside are 6 beautiful multicolor chromolithographed pictures of fair buildings with
advertising for the companies product on each of the facing pages. Size: 6" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a little rust on the staples and a little paper residue and red
staining on the back cover. The pictures inside are bright and clean. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 12

Lot # 41 - "Chicago Day" Admission Ticket #D 99497 with its admission stub. There is a perforated
line for separating the stub. Printed "World's Columbian Exposition, Expressly for Chicago Day,
Oct. 9th 1893". Black printing with an image of an eagle on a very light green background. Reverse
side of ticket pictures "Fort Dearborn, Chicago, 1833". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 2 1/16" high. Condition:
Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 42 - "Complimentary" Admission ticket with portrait of Benjamin Franklin on the left. Ticket
# "A 106227". On the right is printed "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago", "Admit the Bearer",
"Complimentary", "1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a purple scalloped design in the background.
On the reverse side is printed "Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" on an orange design
background. Ticket printed by "American Bank Note Co., New York." Size: 3 13/16" by 2 5/16"
high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 43 - Admission ticket with portrait of "Handel" on the left. On the right is printed "World's
Columbian Exposition Chicago", "Admit the Bearer", "Music", "1st May to 30th Oct. 1893" with an
army green scalloped design in the background. The ticket is numbered "74959" (5 digit number).
On the reverse side is printed "Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" on an army green design
background. Ticket printed by American Bank Note Co., New York. Size: 3 13/16" by 2 1/4".
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend upper right corner. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 44 - Admission ticket with portrait of an Indian in full headdress on the left. Ticket # "A
475314". On the right is printed "World's Columbian Exposition Chicago, Admit the Bearer, 1st
May to 30th Oct. 1893" with a red scalloped design in the background. On the reverse side is printed
"Good for One Admission at Pay Gates" with red design background. Ticket printed by "American
Bank Note Co., New York". Size: 3 13/16" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 45 - Admission ticket for "Manhattan Day". Printed in black on a light green background
"World's Columbian Exposition Expressly for Manhattan Day Oct. 21st 1893" with an image of the
Statue of Liberty. The admission stub is attached with a perforated line to the souvenir portion of the
ticket. Ticket # "341899". Reverse side of ticket has different decorative design on the ticket stub
and the larger stub has an image of the seal of the "State of New York". Size: 6" wide by 2 1/8".
Condition: Fine with a crease in the lower left corner, the perforations are a little weak and hinge
residue in 2 corners. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 46 - Trade Card with a multicolor chromolithograph picture of "Machinery Hall". On the back
is an advertisement for "Ivorine.", a soap product. The back also tells that "This Card is one of a Set
of 12 very beautiful colored views of the great World's Fair Buildings." Size: 4 5/16" by 3 1/8" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage upper left corner. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 47 - Trade Card for the Enterprise Sausage Stuffer with a multicolor chromolithograph picture
of the "Art Gallery" and Peter Stuyvesant (who was the first Mayor of New York) with 3 friends
admiring the Enterprise Sausage stuffer. On the back pictures the "Sausage Stuffer and Lard Press"
along with pricing. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 48 - Trade Card for the Enterprise "Bung Hole Borer" with a multicolor chromolithograph
picture of "Machinery Hall" and Andrew Jackson with his soldiers, using the borer to puncture a
barrel of rum that was taken from the enemy. On the back is a picture of the borer along with a
description and pricing. Size: 3 3/8" wide by 4 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 49 - Trade Card picturing the "California" building "Cost $ 75,000" in black and white with a
beige border. At the top Is "World's Fair, Chicago 1893." On the back is advertising for "Shute &
Merchant's" "boneless : Codfish". Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a
little damage lower right corner. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 50 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures "The Agricultural Bld." and a Statue inside of a circle
on the left. There are no markings on the card and no gold seal (that appears on most of the postal
cards). This is the first one I have sold that does not have the seal. Size: 5 15/16" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Very Fine with slight damage left edge and bottom right corner. A small black spot
on the front with a little soiling at the top. On the back are a couple of white spots on the left edge.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$4

Lot # 51 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor chromolithographed postcard pictures the "Government Building",
"Grover Cleveland, President, U.S.A.", an eagle and an American flag. Marked "Series No 1 Design
No. 1" At bottom in small writing: "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith Agent for the United
States, the Isabella, 48 Van Buren St. Chicago. American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho." Size: 6 1/8"
wide by 3 11/16" high. Condition: Very Good. There is damage to the right side including creased
lower right corner, overall soiling and some residue on the back where it was probably attached to
something. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 52 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures the "Fine Art Building" and a statue. Marked "Series
No. 1 Twelve Designs". At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho". Size: 6 1/8" by 3 3/4". Condition: Extremely
Fine, a little damage to 3 corners., Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 53 - Unused "Official Souvenir Postal" card "World's Columbian Exposition" with "The
Electrical Building." at top and woman and two cherubs with wheel at the left. "Series No. 1, Twelve
Designs". "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho."
Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 54 - Unused "Official Souvenir Postal" card picturing a multicolor chromolithograph picture
of the " Machinery Building" "World's Columbian Exposition." To the left is a statue with "Group
from Middle Pediment" written below. The card is marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs" with the
"Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho." In tiny
letters. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, corners damaged right side and
a tiny dent in the sky. Some small brown spots on back. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 55 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures the "Administration Building". Marked "Series No. 1
Twelve Designs" At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by Charles W.
Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition:
Very Fine, damage to bottom right corner and pencil writing on the back. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 56 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures "The Woman's Building". It also pictures "Mrs. Potter
Palmer." Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs" At bottom in small writing "Copyright, 1893 by
Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho" Size: 6 1/8" wide by 3 3/4" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine. Slight damage bottom right corner and a little very light soiling.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 57 - Unused Goldsmith Postal Card. "Official Souvenir Postal", "World's Columbian
Exposition". This multicolor postcard pictures the "Mines Building." and on the right pictures a
person with a sledge hammer. Marked "Series No. 1 Twelve Designs". At bottom in small writing
"Copyright, 1893 by Charles W. Goldsmith"..."American Lithographic Co. N.Y. Litho". Size: 6 1/8"
by 3 3/4". Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1894 California Mid-Winter Exposition (58 to 59)
For Medal references:

Picture

Held in Golden Gate Park in San Francisco.
HK refers to Hibler & Kappen as revised by Hoffman, Hayes, Brecher and Dean.

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 58 - Ruby Flash Creamer with etched writing "Carrie Reese MidWinter Fair 1894" in the side.
There is a diamond pattern at the bottom. Size: 3 3/4" wide spout to handle and 5 3/4" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 59 - Brass Medal. Obverse: In the middle is "Souvenir California MidWinter Exposition San
Francisco". Around the edge is "The Land of sunshine fruit and flowers 1894". Reverse: The state
seal with "Eureka" above the image. (HK 245a) Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine,
light wear and age toing. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Category: 1898 Trans-Mississippi Exposition (60 to 60)
Held in Omaha, Nebraska

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 60 - Wall Hanging Sea Star (also called Star Fish) shaped Sea Shell Diorama. The Center has a
domed piece of glass that has a multicolor chromolithograph picture of sail boats in front of
buildings with shells and plant like material around the bottom half of the picture. The outer edges
have many different types of sea shells arranged in a well balanced pattern. The shell in the top left
corner has "Omaha Exposition 1898" written on it. Quite Unique. Size: 9" wide by 9 1/4" high.
Condition: Overall Very Fine. The diorama is Excellent. The outer sea shells are dark with age and
there is one missing sea shell in the lower left star point. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 15

Category: 1900 Paris International Exposition (61 to 63)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 61 - Bronze Award Medal Obverse: A Winged Woman is flying while carrying a young man
who is holding a torch. Below is the Grand Palace. Under the figures is written "Atlanta University".
Around the edge is written "Exposition Universelle Internationale". In small letters is "J C
Chaplain". Reverse: head of a woman next to an oak tree with a bridge and buildings in the back and
"Republique Francaise" around the edge. Size: 2 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are
a few small green spots on the obverse. Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 62 - Brass Pin, "New York State Commission Paris Exposition 1900" with the Empire State
logo in the center. The back is marked "Penfold. Buffalo, N.Y." Size: 3/4" wide by 7/8" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 63 - China Plate with a color image of the "Palais des Armees de Terre et de Mer" (Palace of
the armies of the land and sea). The building has a part of ship built at the front of the building.
Around the edge are pink dots and gold gilt. Size: 8 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine, there are 2 small
chips on the rim. The image is bright and clear. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1901 Pan-American Exposition (64 to 69)
Held in Buffalo, New York
Reference Material:
Lavin refers to "Panorama of the Pan=Am" by Fred Lavin.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 64 - Sterling Silver Nut Dish with raised image of the Electrical Tower with "Pan-American
Exposition Buffalo 1901" around the building in raised writing. Weighs 13.6 grams. Size: 3 5/8" by
2 3/8" wide by 1" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine, some spots of tarnish.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 40

$ 15

Lot # 65 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with the Raphael Beck Logo design pictured in the bowl,
with "Pan-American Exposition 1901" written underneath. The handle has a Native American and a
buffalo pictured on it. The back has a picture of Niagara Falls, and the word "Sterling Pat." Size: 3
3/4" long by 13/16" wide. Condition: Excellent, very little tarnish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 66 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon. The Government building is pictured in the bowl,
around the picture is written "Pan American Exposition 1901." Handle has a picture of Niagara Falls
at the top. The back is stamped "sterling." Size: 3 5/8" long by 3/4". Condition: Extremely Fine, a
little bend in the handle near the bowl.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 67 - Aluminum Medal. Obverse: Pictures a Buffalo in the center with "Pan-American
Exposition" around the top and "1901 Souvenir" below. Reverse: "This charm if carried in the
pocket prevents bald heads, hard work, love, warts on the nose, bicycle face, war craze, swelled
head, insanity, unhappy marriages, dark brown taste, delirium tremens and punctured tires." (If
anyone knows what 'bicycle face' is, please let me know.) Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine, there are some spots on the medal and a rim nick.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 68 - Gilt Medal. Obverse: Pictures a Woman holding a bird with a flowing banner and a
Buffalo behind her. Around the top is "Pan-American Exposition". Reverse: "Gold Medal", "PanAmerican Exposition 1901 awarded to John Labatt London, Canada for the Best Ale & Porter".
(Lavin TM-41R) Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine with a some wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 69 - Glass plate with a reverse painted multicolor picture of the "Electrical Tower" with "Pan
American Exposition Buffalo, N.Y." written above the building. The image has mother of pearl
embedded in the picture to highlight the area in front of the fountain. There is a lattice design border
around the edge, decorated with gold gilt. Size: 7 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine. There are a
couple of spots near the edge of picture and a little gold is missing. There also was blue paint on the
edge (between the gold parts) and most of that is missing. The picture is really nice.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1904 St. Louis World's Fair (70 to 82)
Also known as the Louisiana Purchase Exposition, it was held to commemorate the 100th Anniversary of the Purchase from France.
R L H refers to Robert L. Hendershott's book "1904 St. Louis World's Fair

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 70 - Moriage Pitcher with a large multicolor translucent image of the Palace of Machinery.
The overall color is green with red and pink flowers and raised white dots and white borders.
Moriage was made by Noritake. Rare. This is from Howard Rossen's collection. Size: 6 1/4" spout to
handle by 5 7/8" high. The image is 3 1/2" wide by 3" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. There are 2
white dots missing from the side and a few on the handle. There is a hairline at the top. There are
some cracks in the white border but they all appear to be as made (the border separated a little, I
assume during firing). You will hard pressed to ever find a nicer one.
Estimate: $ 500 - $ 800

$ 200

Lot # 71 - Metal Cup holder with original glass cup. The holder's top edge is shaped like 4 fans with
red, blue, green, turquoise, and white enamel paint in each area. Around the bottom edge in raised
letters is "St. Louis Exposition 1904". Size: 3" wide from side to end of handle by 1 7/8" deep.
Condition: Extremely Fine, a little of the paint is missing in spots. Very Attractive and uncommon.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 72 - Salt and Pepper Shakers. Milk Glass Salt and Pepper each with a multicolor picture of a
building. One pictures the "Palace of Machinery" other pictures "Palace of Electricity", both are
marked "Souvenir St. Louis 1904". Each has a metal top with an embossed decoration. Size: 2 1/4
inches high by 1 1/2 at the widest point. Condition: Excellent. The Machinery building shaker has a
couple of small nicks in the transfer near the words at the bottom.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 36

Lot # 73 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with the raised image of the "Transportation Bldg" in the
bowl. The handle shows from left to right, "1803", 3 buffalos with the sun rising behind them, men
and horses, a covered wagon, a locomotive, and "1903". On the back of the handle it says "Official
Louisiana Purchase Exposition, W.B. Stevens, Secy." and "Copyright 1902 by Bert Ball". Size: 4
1/8" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the handle.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 74 - Sterling Silver Demitasse Spoon with a raised image of the "World's Fair Liberal Arts
Bldg", "St. Louis 1904" pictured in the bowl. The handle is a Nouveau design. Size: 3 11/16" by
13/16" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 75 - Souvenir Coin of Admission" octagonal brass medal with image of "Saint Louis" and also
has "1803", and "1903" on the obverse. Reverse: Pictures eagle above flags at top with the map of
US and Louisiana Purchase area outlined, 2 women at the bottom. Around the edge is "Louisiana
Purchase Souvenir Coin Co. St Louis". At the bottom is the number "26230". (RLH 30-10) Size: 1
5/16" by 1 5/16". Condition: Very Fine. A little wear and overall darkening.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 76 - Flue Cover with a multicolor image of the "Machinery Building", "St. Louis Exhibition
1904". Outside the picture is a gold border. Around the edge is a metal frame. There is a chain to
hang it. (RLH 18-70) Size: 7 3/4" diameter. Condition: Excellent. (My shadow is in the lower half of
the photo.) Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 77 - Mug made of glass with gold painted beading and gold writing around edge "World's Fair
St. Louis - 1904". Gold is also on the beading on the glass handle. (this is a smaller version of RLH
21-610) Size: 3 1/8" tall by 3" wide to the edge of the handle. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is
one scratch in the side just above the 't' in 'St.'
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 78 - Glass Cup with handle, etched on the side is "St. Louis World's Fair" & "1904". Above is
etched "Shultis". A film has been applied to the glass so that it shows rainbow colors when held in
the light. There is gold gilt around the rim. Size: 3 1/4" wide (handle to edge of cup) by 3 3/16" tall.
Condition: Very Fine, there are several tiny chips, but most of them appear to have the gold gilt in
them, probably sold as a second. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 79 - Small China Butter Pat Dish with a Multicolor image of the "Palace of Machinery
Souvenir St. Louis 1904." Around the edge is a pink border with gold rim. Size: 3 3/8" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine with overall crazing and a chip on the bottom rim.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 80 - Unused Multicolor Lithographed Postcard marked "Official Souvenir Post Card" picturing
"Mines and Metallurgy Building" inside a curved decorative yellow border. The picture is signed
"Graham". Marked on the bottom: "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New York Sole
Stationery Licensee" and below that "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
1/4" high. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 81 - Unused Multicolor Lithographed Postcard marked "Official Souvenir Post Card" The
Monument" and the "Bridge on the Lagoon". The picture is signed "Graham". Marked on the
bottom: "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New York Sole Stationery Licensee" and below
that "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 82 - Unused Multicolor Lithographed Postcard marked "Official Souvenir Post Card" picturing
"Varied Industries Building" inside a yellow border. The picture is signed "Graham". Marked on the
bottom: "Samuel Cupples Envelope Co., St. Louis - New York Sole Stationery Licensee" and below
that "Copyright 1903. Lou. Pur. Exp. Co." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1905 Lewis & Clark International Exposition (83 to 86)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 83 - 1905 "Lewis and Clark Exposition in a Nutshell" includes the original box and a complete
nutshell full of small black and white photos of the fair. Size: Box is 1 5/8" wide by 1 3/8" deep by 1
1/4" high. The nutshell is 1 1/2" wide by 1 1/4" thick. Condition: Box is stained on the top and front.
The nutshell and pictures are Mint.
Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 84 - Silver colored Medal with "Lewis and Clark" pictured in the center with rifle, oar and
telescope pictured below. Around the edge is "Centennial 1905 Exposition". Reverse: Picture of the
"U.S. Government Bldg" in the center with "Lewis & Clark" around edge above, "Portland Oregon"
below building and "Centennial Exposition" around edge at bottom. It has a reeded edge. (H&K
331) Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 85 - Aluminum Encased Indian Head Penny. Obverse: In the center is a 1905 Indian Head
Penny with "Lewis & Clark Exposition" at the top, "19" on the center left and "05" on the center
right. At the bottom "Souvenir Portland, Ore." The reverse has written around the top is "A Good
(S)Cent on Fortune". Around the bottom "Keep Me - Be Lucky", "Never Guilty when in a Cent"
along with reverse of the cent. Size: 1 1/2" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine overall with some
light toning. The Cent is Fine. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 86 - Metal Cup with embossed images all around the sides. The raised images are: busts of
Lewis and Clark with "Lewis and Clark Exposition 1905 Portland Oregon" below; "Bridge of All
Nations"; "Sagajawea"; "Forest Building" and "Arts Palace". Size: 2 5/16" diameter by 3 9/16" tall.
Condition: Very Fine because there is a little wear to the gold finish. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Category: 1905 Liege International Exposition (87 to 88)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 87 - Used Postcard for "Deutsches Haus" (German house) picturing the front of the pavilion.
The bottom left of the card is marked "Exposition Universelle de Liege 1905." and "Deutsches Haus.
G. Seidel Nels Bruxelle" is on the bottom right. The back is addressed to England in pencil and
postmarked "Liege". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. Slight corner damage
and a little soiled on the back. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 88 - Used Multicolor Postcard of the "Jardins des Vennes." Top left is "Exposition Universelle
de Liege 1905". The picture shows 2 urns in the garden with 3 buildings in the background. The
back is addresses to England in pencil with a Liege postmark. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little browning on the back. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1907 Jamestown Exposition (89 to 101)
Held in Jamestown, Virginia, this World's Fair celebrated the 300th anniversary of the first settlement on North American shores.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 89 - Sterling Silver Pin with a Beautiful Baked Enamel image on it. The center pictures 2
Native Americans with a sail boat approaching in the background. Colors are brown, green,
turquoise, yellow, black and white. Around the edge is "Jamestown", "1907", "Exposition", "1607"
surrounded by blue enamel. On the back is "Copyright 1906 Sterling Top". Size: 1" wide by 1 1/8"
high. Condition: The enamel center is Near Mint. The silver has little tarnish. However, the pin is
missing, but could be replaced. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 80

$ 25

Lot # 90 - Sterling Silver Spoon with images up and down both sides of the handle and in the bowl.
The front of the handle top to bottom: Pocahontas in full head dress; "Jamestown Exposition 1607
1907", "Pocahontas". The back of the handle is Pocahontas' back above the image of "The Ruins of
Jamestown". The bowl pictures "Government Pier" with the harbor and lots of boats with
"Jamestown Exposition" at the bottom. (Similar Reed page 157 right.) Size: 5" long by 1 1/8" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine with light wear. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 91 - Gray colored Admission Ticket to "Jamestown Tercentennial Exposition", "Hampton
Roads, Va", Numbered "78793". an 'H' to the left and an 'H' to the right. The back has "Department
of Admissions", and more. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 1 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is some
extra ink on the face of the ticket that appears to be from the back of another ticket that was not
completely dry when the ticket roll was made. Otherwise undamaged. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 92 - Booklet "Commemorating the Event of the First Permanent English Settlement in
America 1607 Jamestown Exposition April 26th to Nov. 30th 1907." Picturing a native American on
the cover. Inside is the title page: "Jamestown Exposition 1907 Hampton Roads Virginia". Booklet
has a short piece about the Exposition and a more detailed description of the history of the
Jamestown settlement. Inside the front cover is a fold-out map of the United States, with indications
of the population centers and their distance from Jamestown. Inside the back cover is a fold-out map
of Historical Tidewater Virginia area. The back cover is marked "W. T. Barton & Co., "Norfolk,
Virginia". 17 pages. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 7" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little edge
creases to the covers. The insides are nice and clean. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 93 - Used Postcard "Jamestown Exposition 1907" with a color drawing of a bird's eye view of
the harbor and fairgrounds in the middle. On the left is an Indian, looking into the distance. On the
right are two color drawings - one depicting "Pocahontas interceding for Capt. John Smith" and one
of the ruins of the "Old Church Jamestown". Made by "A.C. Bosselman & Co." Partial Jamestown
cancellation, but the stamp is missing. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine+. It is
used and there is writing on the front, above the harbor picture. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 94 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "Jamestown in 1607." picturing a group of native Americans
looking from the brush at the buildings that make up the Jamestown settlement. On the back is the
fair's logo, "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907", Official Souvenir Post Card, "7" and a long
description. In small writing on bottom of the front is American Colortype Co. N.Y, Copyright 1907
by Jamestown A. & V. Co Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little corner
damage on the left side and a small light spot upper right corner. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 95 - Unused Multicolored Postcard of "State House Row. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing several buildings and people walking on the path. On the back marked: "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907", "Official Souvenir", "Post Card", with fair logo and space for address and
message. Marked very small near bottom on front "American Colortype Co., N.Y." and copyright.
Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little red in the sky and some denting near
the corners where it was held in an album. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 96 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "Jamestown in 1907." with a color drawing of the condition
of the original landing site as it appeared in 1907. On the back is the logo and "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907 No. 18. landing place of our first forefathers, and the seat of the first civil and
religious establishment on the shores of North America…has since become an island and would, but
for the protection it by the United States Government, be gradually washed away by the James River
whose waters ..have approached the very foundation of the historical ruin” American Colortype Co.
N.Y. Copyright 1907 by Jamestown A. & V. Co. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Extremely Fine
with indents near all the corners where the card was stored in an album. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 97 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the "Blandford Church, Petersburg, Virginia." picturing
the red brick church. In small writing on the bottom of the front is "American Colortype Co. N.Y",
"Copyright 1907 by Jamestown A. & V. Co." On the back is the fair's logo and "1607 - Jamestown
Exposition - 1907". The card is numbered "26" and has a description of the church. Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine. Slight corner wear, indents from album corner holders
and a few tiny light spots in upper right corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 98 - Used Postcard "Baptism of Pocahontas at Jamestown, Va. in 1613." Color drawing of a
group of people including Europeans and Native Americans, surrounding a minister with a women
wearing white (Pocahontas) who is on her knees in front of him. On the back it is marked “Ralph
Tuck & Sons Post Card Series No. 2484 Historic Jamestown” with a description of the scene.
Official US postage fair stamp and a "Jamestown Celebration" cancellation. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3
1/2" high. Condition: Fine, there is a ¼ long crack at top left and corner damage. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 99 - Used Multicolored Postcard of "Missouri State Building. Jamestown Exposition, 1907".
Picturing the building and the Missouri state logo. "1607 - Jamestown Exposition - 1907 "Official
Souvenir Post Card", numbered "130". "American Colortype Co., N.Y.", "Copyright 1907 by
Jamestown A. & V. Co." It has the official US postage fair stamp and a "Jamestown Celebration"
cancellation. The address and message are written in pencil. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine, a little edge damage and light postmark in the sky. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 100 - Used Postcard with Black and White images of the "Old Jamestown Church" and
"Administration" building on the front. The colors blue and red are used to outline the church picture
and to print "Jamestown Exposition", "1607", "1907". Marked "Historic Arts", "Copyright 1906 by
B. F. Salomonsky." On the back is the fair's official US Postage stamp postmarked Richmond. Size:
5 9/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Very Good. Edge wear to the whole left side, pencil
writing on the front. Stains at the top and bottom that are darker on the back. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 101 - Used Multicolor Postcard picturing the "United States Government Pier, Jamestown
Exposition, 1907." marked "American Colortype Co. N.Y.", "Copyright 1907 by Jamestown A. &
V. Co." On the back is the fair logo, "1607 - Jamestown - 1907" a one-cent stamp with an
“Exposition” postmark. The description reads: "No. 110. United States Government Pier, Jamestown
Exposition 1907. This grand and beautiful structure by the United States Government, under an
appropriation of $400,000 for that specific purpose, encloses a water-space in its grand basin of two
hundred and eighty acres." Size: 5 1/2" by 3 1/2". Condition: Very Good, there is slight paper loss
on the back, writing on the edges of the front and some corner damage. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Category: 1909 Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition (102 to 113)
Held in Seattle, Washington.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 102 - Celluloid Button with "A. Y. P. Shelton Shows You" in the center and "Fruits - Logging
- Oysters - Enterprise", the list of all their businesses, around the edge. Colors are light green, red,
pink and black on a white background. August 4th, 1909 was Shelton Day at the AYPE. Size: 1 1/4"
diameter. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 103 - Sterling Spoon with decorations on both sides. Front handle top to bottom: Eagle on top
of a shield, the bust of "William H. Seward", "The Father of Alaska", the full face of "The Original
Seattle" (the local Native American Chief), a Totem Poll and a Man holding a poll. In the bowl is the
3 women logo with "A.Y.P.E." above and "Seattle 1909." below. Handle Back top to bottom: A
shield over some Oriental structures, the Golden Gate with 2 ships passing through it, the "Sterling"
mark, and "Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition" in a ribbon. On the bottom of the bowl in raised
writing is "Official Souvenir Alaska Yukon Pacific Expo.", "Approved" with the signature "J. E.
Chilberg", "President and "I. A. Nadeau", "Director General". The back is almost fancier than the
front. Size: 5 3/4" long by 1 3/16" wide. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 104 - Small Metal Dish with raised image of the fair's Logo with the 3 women. Around the
image is "Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition", "Seattle 1909". There are flower type designs around
the edge. Size: 2 3/8" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some wear to the copper finish.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 105 - Hardbound Book "New York at the Alaska Yukon Pacific Exposition Seattle
Washington", "June - October 1909". A complete account of the process to include a New York
State Pavilion at the AYPE. The cover is green (last one I sold had an orange cover). 197 pages.
Well written text. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Fine, a couple of tears in the first page
and a light water stain on the bottom of all the pages. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 106 - Unused Multicolor Lithographed Postcard "1869 - Yukon Avenue Showing
Manufacturers, Agricultural, Varied Arts and Mines Buildings, Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition,
Seattle, Washington." On the back is "Made in America by Edw. H. Mitchell at San Francisco."
Reverse side is printed upside down. Size: Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Fine with
a little damage to the corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 107 - Unused Multicolor Lithographed Postcard "1861 - Varied Arts Building, Alaska-YukonPacific Exposition, Seattle, Washington." On the back is "Made in America by Edw. H. Mitchell at
San Francisco." Reverse side is printed upside down. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition:
Fine with a little damage to the corners, worst is the bottom left corner. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 108 - Unused multicolor lithographed Postcard "No. X5 Vista from the Agricultural Building
Steps." In the upper right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. On the
back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little damage to right 2 corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 109 - Used multicolor lithographed Postcard "No. X40 Manufacturers Building." In the upper
left corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. On the bottom is "Official
Post Card". On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wash., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, paper loss from bottom right corner. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 110 - Unused multicolor lithographed Postcard "No. X42 Oriental Foreign Exhibit and
Manufacturers Building." In the upper right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific
Exposition. On the bottom is "Official Post Card". On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle,
Wn., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 111 - Unused multicolor lithographed Postcard "No. X43 Looking West on Yukon Ave." In
the upper right corner is the circular logo of the Exposition. On the bottom is "Official Post Card".
On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Seattle, Wn., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3
9/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little edge damage, especially the right side. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 112 - Unused Postcard "No. X44 Vista from Steps of the Agricultural Building." In the upper
right corner is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. On the bottom is "Official
Post Card". This is a multicolor lithographed postcard. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co.,
Seattle, Wn., and Portland, Ore." Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine,
slight damage to upper right corner and slightly miss cut at top right side. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 113 - Unused Postcard "No. X45 Cascade Court and Machinery Hall." In the upper left corner
is the circular logo of the Alaska-Yukon-Pacific Exposition. On the bottom is "Official Post Card".
This is a multicolor lithographed postcard. On the back is "Portland Post Card Co., Portlanl (sic),
Ore., and Seattle, Wn.." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage
upper left corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1909 Hudson Fulton Celebration (114 to 116)
Commemorating the 300th anniversary of the discovery of the Hudson River by Henry Hudson and the 100th anniversary of the first
successful application of steam navigation upon that river by Robert Fulton, the Hudson-Fulton Celebration occurred during 1909 all
along the Hudson River.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 114 - Chocolate Badge with "Souvenir" and die cut boat on top bar. Connecting the bar and
the cross at the bottom is a Yellow and white ribbon. The bottom has a chocolate cross with gold
colored medal in the center. On the crosses are written "New York", Sept. 25", "Oct. 2", "1909".
Around the golden center is "Hudson-Fulton Celebration". In the center is a gold colored medal with
Hudson pictured on it. On the back on the gold colored medal is a picture of Fulton. The maker
name "Schwaabs & S. Co. Milwaukee" is also on the back in tiny print. Size: 4" high by 1 5/8" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine, the ribbon is bit soiled. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 115 - Pendant with a Silver Colored Medal inside a Brass Colored Wreath. The medal pictures
raised images of Hudson on the left and Fulton on the right with part of their boat next to them.
Above is "Hudson - Fulton Celebration". Below is "New York Sept. 25 - Oct. 2,1909". On the back
of the medal is the Load's Prayer in tiny letters with a wreath around it. On the back of the brass part
is "Schwaab S. & S. Co Milwaukee, Wis." There is a hole at the top for hanging on a chain as made.
Size: 1 3/8" diameter. Condition: The medal is Excellent. The brass holder is Extremely Fine with
discoloration on the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 116 - Essay Award Bronze Medal. Obverse: Pictures both boats and a crescent moon. Around
the edge is "Hudson Fulton Celebration 1609 1807 1909". Reverse is all writing: "Awarded by New
York Sunday American for Hudson - Fulton Memorial Essay". The hole is original with a ring
through it. Size: 1 5/16" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine with age toning. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1915 San Francisco's Panama-Pacific International Exposition (117 to 126)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 117 - Award Silk Ribbon for "Hampshire Fat Barrow" All written in gold on yellow gold
ribbon. At the top is the award medal logo of the winged woman, standing on a ship traveling
through the Golden Gate with a wreath in her hand. Around her is "Panama-Pacific International
Exposition" and "1915". In the center are the facsimile signatures of 4 officials. Size: 3 3/8" by 14
3/8" high not including the string at top. Condition: Very Fine. There are several separations in the
ribbon to the right of the logo and above the logo on the right. There is also a small stain on the
lower left. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 118 - "Official Award Ribbon" to "James" from the "Panama Pacific International Exposition
San Francisco 1915" for the "Grand Prize Department of Agriculture". The ribbon also has facsimile
signatures. The ribbon is printed in gold on purple. Size: 1 7/8" wide by 8 1/4" long. Condition:
Fine, the writing is faded and a little fraying on the left.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 119 - Medal "Republic Argentina" picturing shaking hands inside a wreath with the sun and
rays at the top. On the reverse is the Argentina Pavilion in the center with "1915" below. Around the
edge is ""Exposicion Universal", "de San Francisco de California". Size: 1 3/16" diameter.
Condition: Very Fine. A little wear and some rim dings.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 120 - China Talcum Powder Shaker with "Souvenir of Worlds Fair" above the "Eureka" state
logo with the bear on top, beautiful landscape in the middle and the American Flags on the left and
state's flags on the right. At the bottom is "California 1915." There is a narrow band of gold gilt
around the image area. The shaker itself has an interesting bumpy texture. There is a cork in the
bottom to refill it. The bottom is also marked "Victoria Austria". Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 4 7/16"
high. Condition: Excellent with a little wear to the gold gilt. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 121 - Flyer, "You are Cordially Invited to visit The Vermilax Exhibit at the Panama-Pacific
Exposition". The flyer encourages people who are "interested in Dogs" "to make their headquarters
at the Vermilax Exhibit". It gives the location of the exhibit and more info. Size: 6" wide by 8 7/8"
high. Condition: Very Fine, some creases and a tiny piece missing from right side near bottom.
Overall very clean. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 122 - Booklet with light blue cover, the title written in raised gold letter "Snap Shots of Scenes
at the Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915", with a picture of the Tower of Jewels and "115 Late
Views". 64 pages, most with full page pictures of buildings and the grounds. The centerfold has 2
"Panoramic Views of the Panama-Pacific Exposition by Day and by Night." "Copyrighted 1915 by
B.E. Amos". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 5/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, some wear to the spine and a
few slightly bent corners. The pictures are bright and clean. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 123 - Used Multicolor Postcard with 2 pictures superimposed over another building. The 2
pictures are the "Tower of Jewels" and "Palace of Fine Arts". The postcard was mailed in 1919.
Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Fine. A little wear to the left side and the corners. A
little black cancellation ink in the sky of the Tower.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 124 - Unused Multicolor Postcard of the "Ohio State Building - Pan. Pac. Int. Expo - San
Francisco" picturing the front of the building with a few people. Printed by the "Pacific Novelty Co.
San Francisco". Size: Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 125 - Used Multicolor Postcard of the "Half Dome, Court of Four Seasons at the Pan. Pac. Int.
Expo. San Francisco - 1915" picturing the arch and the colonnade. On the back is the 1915 US
Official Postage San Francisco Balboa stamp with a "World's Panama-Pacific Exposition 1915"
cancellation. "Edward H. Mitchell, Publisher, San Francisco". Size: Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 3/8" high.
Condition: Very Good. There is a little paper loss in bottom right corner and at the top right just to
the left of the crack in the corner. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 126 - Unused Black and White Postcard of "Glimpses of Palace of Education. The Pan. Pac.
Int. Expo. 1915" showing the building with a field and trees in the foreground. On the back is the
fair's logo with "Official Post Card" and "Cardinell-Vincent co. Pub. S.F. Cal", "Official Post Card
Concessionaire". Size: Size: 5 5/16" wide by 3 5/16" high. Condition: Fine. Slight paper loss 2 spots
on right side and a little corner damage, worse in the upper left corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1915 San Diego's Panama-California Exposition (127 to 129)
Picture

Description
Lot # 127 - Book, "The San Diego Garden Fair" by "Eugen Neuhaus". Inside are 80 pages of
pictures of the buildings and their gardens at the fair. There are 32 pictures that are attached at the
top of the picture to the pages. Mr. Neuhaus was an assistant professor at the University of
California. Size: 6" wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is some damage to the cover
and spine edges. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

Minimum
Bid

$ 12

Lot # 128 - Used Post Card with a Color Picture of "La Laguna de las Flores, Panama-California
International Exposition, San Diego." picturing the pool with buildings behind. Printed by "The
Albertype Co. Brooklyn, N.Y." The Post card is addressed with a message, but has no stamp and
was never mailed. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Fine, the bottom of the card has 2
folds. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 129 - Used Post Card with a color picture of "In San Diego's Back Country, The World's Best
Cotton" picturing farm workers piling cotton up after picking it. On the reverse, in the upper left
corner is a circular logo of a woman in robes holding an ocean liner pointing to San Diego on a
globe. The card was "Made in California by Geo. Rice & Sons of Los Angeles." Size: 5 1/4" wide by
3 5/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight damage upper left corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1924 British Empire Exhibition (130 to 131)
Held in Wembley

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 130 - Silver Plated Fish Knife with an enamel plate attached to the top of the handle. The
enamel is purple and turquoise with "Wembley", "1924", "Empire", "Exhibition" written in it. The
knife is marked "EPNS" on the back. Size: 5 1/8" long by 3/4" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 131 - Bronze Medal. Obverse pictures a workman sitting down leaning on the end of his
sledge hammer. Behind him is a building. At the bottom is "Noble Industries Ltd." Reverse is just
writing, "Struck at the British Empire Exhibition 1925" with the "Nobel" logo below. Size: 1 3/8"
diameter. Condition: Very Fine, some wear and overall toning.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1926 Sesquicentennial (132 to 132)
Held in Philadelphia to commemorate the 150th anniversary of the Declaration on Independence.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 132 - Clothing Snap Assembly with "Sesqui Centennial" above the pictured Liberty Bell and
"1776 1926" below. The snap is in 2 parts, each has the markings just described. The 2 pieces snap
together. Between the snap and the flat exposed side, there is 1/8" space for the clothing that this
snap will hold closed. Size: The faces are 1/2" by 1/2". From face to face is just a hair less than 1/2".
Condition: Extremely Fine with a little age darkening. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Category: 1933-34 Chicago World's Fair (133 to 160)
Also known as a Century of Progress to celebrate the 100th anniversary of the founding of the city of Chicago.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 133 - Still Bank in the shape of Fort Dearborn with: "Souvenir of Chicago World's Fair 18331933 Fort Dearborn" engraved on one panel of the fort. The bank is a 3 dimensional copy of the fort
with a bronze finish. There is locked trap door on the bottom, but the key is missing. On the bottom
is "Preferred Bank Service Company 60 Spring St. N.Y." Size: 4" wide by 2 3/4" deep by 4 1/4"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some wear to the finish and the key is missing.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 134 - Sundial. Octagon shaped, cast metal sundial with roman numerals for the hours. At the
bottom is the Star of Arcturus circular logo dated "1933" with written around the outside of the logo
in raised letters: "A Century of Progress Chicago." The background in the inside of the logo is green.
Two original holes made in the center on either side of the dial to anchor it to a base. On the reverse
side is stamped "Lannon Quarries Corp. Beaver Dam Wis." Size: 5 5/8" across. Condition:
Extremely Fine. The raised piece that causes the shadow has a little bend in it and there is overall
darkening of the finish. Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

$ 30

Lot # 135 - Framed Cardboard "Certificate of Participation" presented to "Chas. F. L. Hommedieu &
Sons Co." picturing the obverse of the official medal and a raised brown seal. There are facsimile
signatures of 4 fair officials at the bottom. Size: 9" wide by 15" high. Condition: Fine. There is a
stain in the upper right corner and the frame is worn. Still would look impressive on the wall. (My
shadow is in the lower half of the photo)
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 136 - Ticket to the "Opening Day" Ceremonies on "May 27 10 A.M." for "A Century of
Progress International Exposition Chicago" with "The President of the United States". The event was
held at "Soldier Field" and the ticket is for Section 'R', Row "18" Seat "12". The bottom has the Star
of Arcturus logo surrounded by "19" and "33". There are facsimile signatures of the "General
Manager" and the "President" of the fair. The ticket is printed in gold, black and orange. Size: 5"
wide by 3" high. Condition: Very Fine. A little damage to 3 corners and a little paper residue in 2
spots on the back where it must have been in an album (there is no paper loss on the back and the
paper residue could be removed).
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 137 - Entrance Pass to the "A&P Carnival" given out by the manager at one of the A&P stores.
In the upper right corner in red is "A&P Carnival Chicago World's Fair 1933". This pass provides a
free seat "for one complete performance". The back of the card describes the acts at the show. The
card is filled in. Size: 5" wide by 4" high. Condition: Fine. There is paper loss from the upper right
corner and near the lower right corner. A little browning of the edges. There is paper loss from the
back.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$4

Lot # 138 - Menu from the "Pabst Blue Ribbon Casino" run by the "(College Inn Management,
Inc.)" for "Wednesday, Sept. 27, 1933." At the bottom next to the date is "A Century of Progress".
The menu features a $ 1 Luncheon with many choices or just some hot sandwiches for 45 - 75 cents.
There are wonderful drawings all over the menu of international characters including dancing
women and race cars. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 8 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with overall
light browning, mostly noticeable on the back and front edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 139 - Brass Colored Metal Cigarette Dispenser with raised images of "Travel and Transport
Building", "Shedd Aquarium", "Soldiers Field and Field Museum", and "Fort Dearborn", one on
each of the four sides. The "Hall of Science" is on the top. There is a lever on the side, pull it
forward and a cigarette comes out, then the spring returns the lever back to its original position.
Along back bottom edge is "N Shure Co. Importers Chicago". Size: 4" wide by 3 3/4" deep by 3 3/4"
tall. Condition: Excellent with a little wear at the bottom. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 140 - A box of "Lama Incense used at Lama Temple" with "A Century of Progress" across the
box top and "World's" down the left and "Exposition" down the right with a large "1933" between
them. In the center is the temple building with Buddha in the center. "Most Inspiring" is written
underneath. The incense were made by "Lama Products Co. Chicago, U.S.A." There are 9 incense
blocks remaining in the box that held 24 originally. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 5 7/16" high by 5/8" thick.
Condition: Fine, box has overall wear and 15 incense blocks are missing. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 141 - Two piece Badge with a brown, blue, orange and yellow ribbon holding the two pieces
together. The top has an eagle in the middle surrounded by buildings. At the bottom is "Fifteenth
National Convention". The bottom piece has an American Indian in the center with Fort Dearborn in
front of himand the Hall of Science to the left. At the top is "Chicago". Below is the "American
Legion" logo with a blue baked enamel ring around it and "1933" on the side. Size: 1 13/16" wide by
4 1/16" high. Condition: Excellent with nice age toning. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 142 - Elongated cent with picture of the "American Indian Villages" including tee pees, totem
poles, Southwestern building and more. Under the picture is "World's Fair Chicago 1933". The
reverse has a nice clear image of a 1916 Lincoln Cent. There are 2 holes, one at each end, for
attaching to either a necklace or a bracelet. Size: 1 3/8" wide by 3/4" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine with a couple of tiny spots. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 143 - Brass Clothing button with the Star of Arcturus logo with "1933" above and "A Century
of Progress Chicago" below". Marked "Superior Quality" on the back. Size: 5/8" diameter.
Condition: Excellent, very light wear.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$8

Lot # 144 - Baked Enamel Ash Tray with a black transfer image on a white background of a
"Section of Hall of Science" "Chicago World's Fair". The shape is almost a square but the sides are
rounded in and the corners are rounded out. The sides are gray. The bottom is black with no
markings. An Uncommon enameled ash tray, usually the enamel COP ashtrays are the round ones
with the different original art or writing on each one. Size: 4 3/8" by 4 3/8". Condition: Very Fine,
there are a couple of chips on the edge of the enamel, most notable is at 9 o'clock. The image and
writing in the center are crisp and bright.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 145 - Clay Ashtray made from sand taken from the exposition site with a bronze metal insert
in the center. The insert pictures the Star of Arcturus logo with "1833" above and "1934 Souvenir A
Century of Progress Chicago". There is a paper label attached to the green felt bottom marked
"Contains Sand Taken from Lake Michigan at the World's Fair Grounds". Uncommon. Size: 3 1/4"
diameter by 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, some cracks in the clay, slight age toning on the
bronze, some staining on the felt and the paper label has a small piece missing. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 146 - "Dental Exhibit" hard covered book "A Century of Progress International Exposition
Chicago 1933-1934". This 64 page book describes the "Exhibit for Dentistry" at the fair including
George Washington's teeth, "Development of Teeth", pictures of the exhibit and so much more. Size:
6 7/8" wide by 10 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine. There are lots of light brown spots on the first
page, otherwise it is nice and clean.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 147 - Hard Cover Book, "Official Guide", "Book of the Fair", "Chicago" with the Star of
Arcturus logo dated 1933. Contains detailed information about the fair as well numerous black and
white photographs. Each building is described and there is an index in the back. 176 pages.
"Published by A Century of Progress, Administration Building, Chicago". There is a single page
map on page 1. The cover is blue. This is the first hard cover version I have sold in my auction. Size:
6" wide by 9 3/8" high. Condition: Fine. There is a little wear to the sides of the spine. Inside of the
covers there is some light staining. The pages are clean, but have some small check marks on a few
of the first pages. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 148 - Spiral Bound "World's Fair Souvenir Book", "A Century of Progress Chicago 1934".
Contains 64 pages of Black and White Photos taken by "Kaufman & Fabry Co. Chicago". Size: 10
1/8" wide by 7" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. A little age toning to the pages and a name and
date are written on the first page. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 149 - Square Cardboard on string "'Epworth League Day' Century of Progress", "Wednesday
August 29th 1934". On the back is circle with 4 triangles coming out from the center. 3 of the
triangles have a title for what should be written into the area: "Name", "Church-Chapter" and
"Address". These 3 boxes have pencil writing in them. The center circle has a cross in the center
with lines radiating out. "Look Up", "Lift Up" is printed in the circle around the cross. The next
circle has "Epworth League Acquaintance Card" printed in it. Size: Card is 2 1/2" square. Condition:
Extremely Fine, with light brown area on the back. Also there is pencil writing on the back (filled in
by the person who got this badge at the fair). Estimate: $ 5 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 150 - Booklet, "Things you want to know in Advance of your trip to A Century of Progress",
"Compliments of Palmer House Chicago". 32 pages that tell you all the advantages of staying at the
Palmer House, a "List of Attractions" at the fair and some of the sites in Chicago. The cover features
nice graphics of the fair buildings. I sold a similar booklet a few years ago and upon examining this
one, this is a variation of the one I sold, it is similar, but not exactly the same. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 6
3/4" high. Condition: Fine, one side of the cover is browned, there are creases on several pages and a
bit of soiling. The spine of the cover is torn from the bottom to the staple. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 151 - Folder from "Western Union", "The Fair's Best Bargain". Inside and on the back are 33
different messages you can send to anyone anywhere in the United States for only 25 cents. The
telegram has a "Greetings from the Fair" banner at the top that is illustrated inside. The cover
pictures a couple of partial fair buildings. Size: 3 1/4" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, it
has a vertical fold down the middle and a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 152 - Folder that opens to 6 panels, "A Century of Progress", "1833", "1933", "Come !
Chicago World's Fair", "June First to ...... Nov. First 1933". Picturing the I Will woman. On the back
cover is the Star of Arcturus logo dated 1933. Inside are pictures and descriptions of different
exhibits that should be explored when you visit the fair. Size: 3" wide by 6 1/8" high. Condition:
Very Fine, with one fold being browned.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 153 - Booklet from the "New York Central Lines" for "A Century of Progress Exposition
Chicago 1933". The 20 pages are double wide and include pictures and descriptions of what you will
see at the fair and a little about Chicago. The center fold is an aerial view of the fairgrounds. The
cover is multicolor and the inside is black and white. Size: 4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Extremely
Fine, 1/4" tear at bottom on cover's fold.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 154 - "Official Chicago World's Fair Certificate" for 5 cents "Redeemable at face value in
Chicago" through the end of 1933. The certificate is in green with over printing in red "Specimen",
"Ask your Merchant for these. Save Them, you can see the World's Fair". The back has a list of
companies that will accept these with a picture of the fairgrounds at the bottom. Printed by
"Northern Bank Note Co. Chicago." Size: 4 1/4" wide by 2 3/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a
little aging to the paper.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 155 - Humorous Black and White Unused Postcard with an older man in a derby looking at the
see through dresses being worn by 2 woman with the Travel and Transportation building in the
background. Marked "© A Century of Progress ! - Chicago 1933" at the bottom. Size: 5 1/2" wide
by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Excellent, slight age toning.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 156 - Unused Multicolor Postcard picturing "Midget City" and numbered "X-143". It pictures
the buildings of the Midget City, showing crowds in front of the buildings and the Skyride in the
background. Published by "American Colortype Chicago - New York". On the back is also "A
Century of Progress Chicago's 1934 International Exposition". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 157 - Unused Multicolor Postcard number "WF-22" picturing the "Three Fluted Towers
Around Dome of Federal Building, Chicago World's Fair". In the bottom right corner is "2A-H455".
On the reverse side is a description of the tower and published by "C.T. Art Colortone". Size: 5 1/2"
wide by 3 1/2" wide. Condition: Fine. There are a few light spots; left of building, upper right sky
and right edge (this spot also appears on the back).
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 158 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Havoline Thermometer Century of Progress
International Exposition Chicago 1933. This is a night scene because there are spot lights in the
background, along with other buildings. Back is marked "Copyright 1933, Indian Refining
Company". Size: 5 1/2" tall by 3 1/4". Condition: Very Fine, a little tear at the bend at the top center.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 159 - Used Multicolor Post Card "No. 116" with an image of the "Travel Building" on front.
On reverse side "A Century of Progress Chicago's 1933 International Exposition." American
Colortype Co., Chicago and New York. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Good. The
bottom right corner is torn off and there is damage to the upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Lot # 160 - Used Black and White Post Card picturing the "Belgian Village" with people walking on
the stairs that front several of the buildings. Published by the "Reuben H. Donnelley Corporation,
Chicago", 1933. Printed on the reverse side "Official Post Card of A Century Of Progress", "254.
Belgian Village". The stamp is the 1 cent official fair US postage stamp, but the cancellation is a
black dot, the actual cancellation was put on upside down and missed the stamp (it is not a fair
cancellation). Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, slight damage to all the
corners.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1935 California Pacific International Exposition (161 to 163)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 161 - "Movie-Of-U" photograph of a woman with "California Pacific International
Exposition" and "San Diego - 1935" printed on the front. The photo of the woman appears through
an oval with vertical lines in front of the picture. The picture is held between 2 thick red cardboard
pieces. On the back it reads "Hold Picture between thumb and fingers. Then press ends gently." that
makes the picture change. Size: 2 9/16" wide by 3 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine, some edge
wear on both sides.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 162 - Elongated Cent with "America's Exposition" across the top and "San Diego 1935" at the
bottom. In the middle is the California Tower and some surrounding buildings. The back has a very
light image of Lincoln with a 1919 date. Size: 1 3/8" long by 11/16" wide. Condition: Extremely
Fine, some age toning.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 163 - White Medal for "Ford V8" "San Diego 1935". On the reverse is "Ford", "1935" written
in the center. Size: 1 1/8" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light spots on the V8 side.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Category: 1936 & 1937 Texas Centennial (164 to 167)
Held in Dallas

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 164 - Round Multicolor Lithographed Tin with a picture of the United States Government
Building with "Texas Centennial Exposition, 1936 - Dallas, Texas" written under the building. There
is a silhouette of 2 cowboys on horseback with cactus underneath. The edge of the top is marked
"Mrs. Sothern - Home Made Sweets - New York". Size: 10 1/8" diameter by 2 1/16" tall. Condition:
Very Fine. There are several small scratches in the surface, but it does not detract from the overall
appearance of the tin.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 165 - "Pre-Exposition Period" Admission Ticket "No. 2262" "Admit --- to Exposition Grounds
of Greater Texas and Pan American Exposition Employee of ______". This is a workers pass to
enter the fairgrounds before the fair opened. "Not Good After June 11, 1937". The ticket has a
facsimile signature of the "Director General". Size: 4" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
there is a brown spot on the ticket and slight damage to upper right corner.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 166 - "Participant Single Admission Pass" "No. 10639" to the "Greater Texas and Pan
American Exposition". The hemisphere logo with "Dallas 1937" is printed in red. There is a
facsimile signature of the "Director General" along with a place for the "event" and the "date". Size:
4" wide by 2 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 167 - Unused Post Card Folder from the "Texas Centennial Exposition 1836 Dallas 1936"
picturing the "Administration Building" on the cover. The back cover pictures the "Night View,
State of Texas Building, Texas Centennial Exposition". Inside are 18 color pictures that fold out
picturing the fair buildings. Marked inside "Made in C. T. Art-Colortone" and numbered "D-4421".
Uncommon. Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Fine. Wear to the bottom edge, a little
wear to the top edge and the insides are a little brown.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: 1938 Glassow Exhibition (168 to 168)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 168 - Clear Glass picturing the "Tower of Empire" in the center with "Empire Exhibition Scotland 1938." written above. The printing is white enamel paint. The name "John" is etched in the
back. Size: 2 1/8" diameter at top by 3 7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Category: 1939-1940 New York World's Fair (169 to 268)
With the theme of 'World of Tomorrow', this fair was the first World's Fair to look into the future instead of just displaying man's
achievements up to the current time.
A VHS Tape, narrated by Jason Robards, is listed in the Modern Reference Section.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 169 - Metal and frosted glass Trylon and Perisphere lamp. The frosted glass figure of the
Trylon and Perisphere sits on top of the metal base with the words, "New York World's Fair 1940"
around it on the base. The base is a silver metal color with an on/off switch. The base opens in the
middle to access the battery compartment and the light bulb. It takes 2 'C' batteries. There is a metal
Hoop over the top of the Trylon and Perisphere. On the bottom is "NYWF lic. 474". Size: 3 1/4"
diameter by 5 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a little light rust on the handle and the
bottom. Works and batteries are included.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

$ 30

Lot # 170 - Figural Trylon and Perisphere in white china and gold trim on the Helicline and bottom
edge. This is the base to a lamp that was never made. Marked "No. 102 Made in England" on the
bottom. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 4 3/4" deep by 8" tall. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 171 - Small sized, metal Greyhound bus toy made by the Arcade Toy Co. The Bus is light blue
with Orange, black and white New York World's Fair decals on each of the sides. The decals show
the dog jumping over the Trylon and Perisphere and have "Greyhound" written on them. On the top
of the bus are the words, "Greyhound Lines", "New York World's Fair". Size: 6 3/4" long by 1 1/2"
wide by 1 7/8" tall. Condition: Fine. Some surface scratches and wear to the paint and decals. 1 tire
has a rather flat side but can be positioned to keep the bus straight.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 172 - Cloth Doll with a Celluloid Head and Hat. The front of the hat has a raised Trylon and
Perisphere. The jacket is blue with gold stripes. The pants are orange with blue stripes down the
sides. The doll's lips are red and eyes are blue. There is a tag on the back "Made in Japan". Size: The
body is 2" wide and the doll is 8 3/4" tall. Condition: Fine. The back of the head is dented in and the
cloths show wear and are soiled. The coloring on the T&P on the hat is partially worn off.
Estimate: $ 75 - $ 125

$ 35

Lot # 173 - Mechanical Address Book called the "World's Fair List Finder" picturing the Trylon and
Perisphere with the list of letters on the right and a pointer that when adjusted next to the desired
letter, will open the 'finder' to that letter's page when the clip on the bottom is pressed. The bottom of
the cover also has "New York 1939" written on it. On the back it is marked "Made by Bates Mfg.
Co. Orange, N. J. U.S.A." Uncommon. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 7 1/4" long by 7/8" thick (to top of
screws at top). Condition: Very Fine. There are a few small spots of missing lithography and a drop
of rust. There is writing on at least one page inside. It looks really nice on the desk or next to the
phone. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 174 - Mechanical Cigarette Case made of wood with an inlaid Trylon and Perisphere on both
sides. The cigarettes are loaded into the case through a sliding opening at the top. Then push the
button and a little door pops open and a cigarette is pushed out. Rare. Size: 3 9/16" wide by 3" high
by 9/16" thick. Condition: Excellent. There is a small lightly dark area on one side.
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 90

$ 30

Lot # 175 - Glass Bell with a Baked Enamel picture of "The Trylon and Perisphere Theme Building
of the New York World's Fair 1939" written above. The colors are blue, white, orange, yellow,
purple and black. Below is also written "New York World's Fair 1939" There is gold gilt around the
picture and the bottom of the bell. The back is marked "Czecko-Slovakia" and "(c) NYWF Lic.
2973". Size: 2 3/8" diameter by 3 3/8" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, there is a tiny flake on the
bottom rim. There are a few minor flaws in enamel as made. Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 176 - Small blue vase with enamel image of the Italian Pavilion on it. Around the building are
flowers and leaves. There is a sticker on the bottom "Made in Italy" (the sticker is worn) otherwise
there is no writing on the piece. Size: 4 3/8" tall by 2" diameter in the center. Condition: Excellent
Estimate: $ 60 - $ 80

$ 30

Lot # 177 - Spherical shaped Vase with baked enamel picture of "The Trylon and Perisphere Theme
Building of the New York World's Fair 1939". The colors are blue, yellow, green, beige, black and
white. There is a gold gilt border around the picture and the rim of the top.
Size: 2 1/2" diameter by 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine. There is a little roughness on the
inside of the opening, but it was probably caused by the cutting off of the top when made since the
rest of it is in beautiful condition.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 178 - China Vase with 2 multicolor pictures of the Trylon and Perisphere, one on each side,
with "New York World's Fair - 1939" written underneath. Around the sides and pictures are gold
stars. Rare. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2 1/2" deep by 3 1/2" tall. Condition: Would be Excellent if the
gold on the top rim wasn't half rubbed off.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 179 - Martha Washington Small China Pitcher made at the fair. The bottom is marked "The
American Potter New York World's Fair". Size: 2 1/16" tall, 2 3/8" from spout to end of handle by 1
7/8" at the widest point. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 180 - Railroad Ceramic Creamer with gold decoration of the Trylon and Perisphere on the side
with "New York World's Fair 1939" written underneath. Around the top and down the back of the
handle is blue decoration that was fired into the creamer. On the bottom is written warranted 22
Carat Gold" and "A-1247". Size: 3" wide spout to handle by 2 3/8" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 181 - Metal decorative serving tray for "Caffe Medaglia D'Oro" with a color image of a female
holding a cup and saucer. Behind the woman is a landscape of a coastal town with a volcano
erupting in the upper left corner. Green, red and white band around the border. At the bottom are the
words, "New York World's Fair 1939". In tiny letters the manufacturer is marked "A.C. Co. 71-A"
(American Can Company). Size: 13 3/4" wide by 10 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine with a few
edge chips and some light scratches and a little very light surface rust on the edges.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 182 - Cloth Bookmark with embroidered Trylon and Perisphere with "World's Fair New York
1939" written down the right side. Size: 1 15/16" wide by 6 1/4" tall. Condition: Excellent, with a
few loose threads on the edges.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 183 - SyrocoWood Thermometer and Paperweight with raised image of the Trylon and
Perisphere on the top. The top also has the Thermometer and the words "New York World's Fair"
pressed into it. The sides picture other fair buildings including Communications. Size: 2 3/16" wide
by 4 1/16" deep by 1" thick. Condition: Very Fine. The thermometer does not work, it is always on
68 degrees and the brown on one end is worn.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 184 - Large Brass Button with raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere. These buttons were
on the front of the uniform. Marked on the back "Waterbury Button Co." (They have been in
business for over 200 years.) Size: 5/8" diameter. Condition: Excellent, a couple of tiny spots.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 185 - Napkin from the "Sealtest Building", "New York World's Fair" picturing the Sealtest
Pavilion with the Trylon and Perisphere peeking over the building on the left. Size: Folded: 6 5/8"
by 6 3/4" (opens to 4 panels like a regular napkin). Condition: Excellent with a fold down the middle
and light age toning. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 186 - Lunch Menu from "Le Restaurant Francais" picturing a Champaign glass on the cover
with "New York World's Fair 1939-1940" on the back cover. Inside are a wonderful choice of food
from "Saumon Fume" (smoked salmon) for 80 cents to eggs, fish, plate of the day, grilled meats,
vegetables and deserts. The menu is written in French. Size: Closed: 9 3/16" wide by 12 3/16" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, the corners area little bent, a light crease and a pencil line on the back.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 187 - Menu from "The Ice Terrace", "Hotel New Yorker, New York City" with the "Marine
Transportation Building", "New York World's Fair 1940" pictured in color on the cover. Inside are
"Dinner Suggestions", drink and "Club Dinners" that offer a complete dinner or just the entrée. The
menu is dated "Monday July 8, 1940". Size: Closed: 8 7/8" wide by 11 1/8" high. Condition: Very
Fine. A little paper loss top left corner and edge wear. Some light creases and light aging of the
paper, a little soiled in a few spots.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 188 - Menu from the "Casino of Nations", "New York World's Fair 1939" with a picture of the
restaurant on the cover. Inside is a full menu with prices from 50 cents for spaghetti to $ 2.50 for a
Sirloin Steak. The back page is the drink menu. Size: 8 1/2" wide by 11" high. Condition: Very Fine,
a horizontal bend in the center, some corner and edge damage and some light brown spotting.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 189 - Black and White Photograph of two people on a tandem bicycle from "George Jessel's
Old New York", "at the New York World's Fair 1939". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition:
Very Good. The photo is darkened and has a triangular piece of the image 3/8' by 3/8" missing at 5
o'clock. The cardboard frame has brown stains.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 190 - Ticket Stub and Celluloid Button from "Guaranty Club Day", "August 5, 1939" with a
picture of the Trylon and Perisphere with a plane above. The ticket is accompanied by a small
orange and blue celluloid button with "G.C." printed on it. I bought the ticket with the button and
since the colors of the button are the fair's colors, it seems that the button was worn while this group
was at the fair. The ticket is numbered "681363" and has facsimile signatures of the President and
Treasurer. Size: Ticket is 4" wide by 2 3/8" high. The button is 3/4" diameter. Condition: Ticket is
Extremely Fine. Button is Near Mint. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 191 - "Specimen" Ticket Booklet includes "General Admission" and "Midget Town or Winter
Wonderland", "Good only June 15", "Natl. Soc. Children of the American Revolution Day" (that's
the DAR). The booklet includes 10 coupons worth 5 cents each toward the admission to other
attractions. The coupons have the same number as the tickets on the cover, "L 221927". There is also
a back cover to the booklet. A hole has been punched through each of the tickets. The cover ticket is
over-stamped "Specimen". Size: 6" wide by 2 1/4" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 192 - Ticket Stub: "New York World's Fair 1939 Incorporated Souvenir", "April 30 to October
31", with facsimile signature of the President and Treasurer and the number "No. 912852" printed at
the bottom. The colors are turquoise, dark blue, yellow, orange and purple. The entrance stub has
been removed from the right side of this ticket. Size: 4 5/8" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 193 - Stub from a drawing at the "Bell Telephone Exhibit" to give away free "demonstration
calls". The holder is to show up at 5 PM to see if their number "63" was selected to win the free call.
I assume it was for a free long distance call since you could call anywhere in the city for a nickel.
Size: 1 3/4" wide by 3 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$3

Lot # 194 - Envelope containing "54 Official Poster Stamps" all in color. The envelope pictures the
Trylon and Perisphere and has "New York World's Fair" written along the bottom. The stamps
picture different pavilions in color with the pavilion name underneath each picture. The stamps are
folded in the envelope as originally sold. Size: Envelope is 7 3/4" wide by 5 1/2" high. Condition:
Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 195 - Linen Table Cloth with several buildings pictured on it. In the center is the Trylon and
Perisphere. Around the edge are 8 different buildings including the Administration building, US
Steel and others printed in blue, yellow, orange, green and black. In one corner is "New York
World's Fair". Size: 46" by 47". Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 196 - World's Fair Uniform Jacket with a "Treasury" Department patch on the front and the
1940 logo patch on the sleeve. The color is beige with 3 large orange buttons on the front and 6
small buttons (2 on each sleeve and 1 on top of each shoulder. It is a woman's size. Size: The
shoulders are 20" across and the height of the coat is 24". Condition: Very Good. It has several small
holes in the fabric and a few stains.
Estimate: $ 50 - $ 75

$ 25

Lot # 197 - Guide's Hat in dark blue with a blue and orange ribbon. There is a patch on the front of
the hat picturing the Trylon and Perisphere. Inside is a tag "Official Hat N.Y. World's Fair", "Made
by Debway Hats N.Y." The size marked inside is "22 1/2". Size: 6 1/4" wide by 9" long by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Very Fine. A little soiling and fraying to the patch edges and slight wear.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 198 - Scarf illustrated by Tony Sarg with pictures of Fair buildings and animals (dancing
elephants) with "Dawn of Tomorrow" and "New York World's Fair" written in the decorative
boarder. Tony Sarg's signature is on top of the border at the bottom (see last photo). Size: 19 3/4"
wide by 18 1/2" Condition: Extremely Fine, there are a couple of light stains in the bottom border.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 199 - Cloth "Hankies" holder. Orange with "Trylon & Perisphere" and "Souvenir of New York
World's Fair 1939" on the cover. The inside material is dark blue. Size: 6 1/4" by 8 5/8" wide Closed
( 8 5/8" wide by 12 3/4" opened). Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 200 - Small Official Flag with 2 orange stripes on either side and blue in the center with a
white Trylon and Perisphere. Above the T&P is "1939" and below is "*New York *" "Worlds Fair".
Size: 7 3/4" wide by 5" high. Condition: Extremely Fine.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 201 - Satin Pillow cover with the "Trylon and Perisphere" in the center and "New York" above
and "World's Fair" below all in a fuzzy orange on a dark blue background. Around the edge is
orange fringe. Size: 18 1/4" wide by 18 3/4" high.
Condition: Very Fine with one 1" stain below the ''K'. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 202 - Small gold felt pennant for the closing day of the New York World's Fair. Image of the
Trylon and Perisphere at the left with the words, "I was there closing day Oct. 27, 1940 New York
World's Fair" in blue lettering. Size: 9 1/8" wide by 3 13/16" high. Condition: Very Good. The
narrow tip end is missing, there are thumbtack holes and it is soiled.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 203 - Orange Pennant with a picture printed in white of the "RCA Building" and "New York
World's Fair" along with a small Trylon and Perisphere and "1939". There are 2 green trees in the
lower left corner. Size: 13 1/4" long (including the ribbons on the wide end) by 4 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine. There is a bit of wear to the white writing. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 204 - Small Silk Pillow picturing the "Trylon and Perisphere" with "New York World's Fair"
written in the upper right. A tiny copyright is in the lower left corner. Size: 2 3/4" square. Condition:
Very Fine. A little faded and a few small light spots on the back.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 205 - Trade Card for Bow ties "Slidewell Bows and Slim Jim Bows" (written on back), "The
Hit from Coast to Coast" starring "Joe E. Brown". The image on the trade card pictures movie star
Joe E. Brown standing between 2 World's Fair Posters, on the left is the 1939 "New York World's
Fair" poster and on the right is the "1939 World's Fair on San Francisco Bay" Poster. The back has
the advertising copy. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little paper
loss upper left corner.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 206 - 2 Black and White Night Photos taken by "Underwood & Underwood". One photo is
"Night in Theme Center - N.Y.W.F." and the other is "Night Scene - Lagoon of Nations - N.Y.W.F."
Size: one is 2 1/2" wide by 4 1/4" high. Other is 4 1/2" wide by 2 3/4" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 207 - Folded paper Souvenir. The outer piece is a thin green cardboard (or thick paper) with
the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair 1940" printed on the outside with small
copyright. Open it up and there are 6 pieces of paper folded and tucked inside each other piece. I
don't know if something came inside the last piece of paper or if the point was to give it to someone
as a gift and have it be empty or maybe a dollar bill was to be hidden inside. The back is marked
"From: C. Peters, New York World's Fair" with "No 10471". Uncommon. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3
3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, the outer paper has some creases and wear to the edges.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 208 - Bracelet on the original card in the original box. The bracelet has 6 hanging 1/2" disks, 4
with baked enamel. From left to right: Trylon and Perisphere, "Administration" building, bust of
George Washington, "Federal Building", "Statue of Liberty" and the Trylon and Perisphere again,
this time with enamel in the background. All but the Statue of Liberty have some form of "New
York World's Fair 1939" written around the edge. The card has "New York 1939 World's Fair" at the
top and 2 T&Ps at the bottom with copyright and license information. The box has building pictures
with "Building the World of Tomorrow" swirling around them. Size: Bracelet is a little longer than
7". The box is 8 1/2" wide by 2 1/4" wide. Condition: Very Fine. There is no damage to the bracelet,
just age toning. The card has age toning. The box has some stains on the inside of the apron.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 209 - Milk Bottle shaped Small Plastic Charm on the original string from the "Sheffield" Milk
Company. The charm is also marked "1841-1939". The writing is in raised letters on the side of the
bottle. The charm was given out at the fair. Size: Bottle is 5/16" diameter by 7/8" high. The string is
an additional 2 1/2" long. Condition: Excellent, the string color is a little faded.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 210 - Large Round Silver Plated (I think) Hot Plate with pressed design of the Trylon and
Perisphere, Washington Square Monument, bridge, skyscrapers, a lion statue and Atlas holding up
the world (like in Rockefeller Center) with "© NYWF Reed & Barton" written at the bottom. The
back is felt. Size: 7 1/2" diameter. Condition: Fine. There is a dent on the left side at 9 o'clock, the
felt on the back is discolored and there is tarnish overall.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 211 - Small ceramic Lusterware watering can with the image of the Trylon and Perisphere on
one side, with "New York World's Fair" written below. Marked "Made in Japan" on bottom. Size: 4"
tall by 5 1/2" wide. Condition: Excellent, although the 'w' in 'New' is worn off, as made.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 35

$ 12

Lot # 212 - Musical Note Bowl with the Trylon and Perisphere in center with musical notes and
flags in the background. Below is "New York World's Fair 1939". Around the edge is red ring with
gold design. The bottom is stamped "Union Made", "1939 New York World's Fair", "The Paden
City Pottery Co.", "Made in U.S.A.", "Paden City W. VA.". Size: 10" diameter by 2 1/2" tall.
Condition: Very Good. There are 2 rim chips and overall crazing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 213 - Green Bakelite Napkin Ring in the shape of the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York
World's Fair" and "© N.Y.W.F." printed in gold on the front. Size: 2 7/8" wide by 1/2" thick by 3"
tall. Condition: Excellent with the bottom of the 'Y' is missing the gold.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 214 - Bakelite Trylon & Perisphere shaped thermometer on a black base. The base is black and
the T&P are a dark orange, kind of brownish orange in color. The base is not marked. Size: 3 11/16"
tall by 2 1/8" wide by 1 1/16" deep. Condition: Extremely Fine, a couple of very light marks. The
thermometer works.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 215 - Blue and orange, plastic, one-piece salt and pepper shaker in the shape of the Trylon and
Perisphere. The base is orange with the words, "New York World's Fair" in gold letters. The T&P
are blue. Size: 3 3/4" tall by 2 15/16" long by 1 7/8" deep. Condition: Very Fine, the top of the
Trylon is bent. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 216 - Figural Salt and Pepper Shakers with a base that is in the shape of the Helicline. The
Perisphere is the salt shaker and the Trylon is the pepper shaker. They both rest on the base and are
lifted off the base when used. The base has "Theme Center" "New York World's Fair" "1939" in
raised letters. On the bottom of the base is "Wm. Rogers Mfg. Co. Pat. Pend" and "Officially
Approved". When the S&P sit on the base it looks just like they did on the fairgrounds. They are
made of a brass colored metal. They come with the original corks. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 3 1/8" deep
by 3 5/8" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine, some wear to the finish and it could use a good polishing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 217 - Ashtray with figural Trylon and Perisphere that has "New York" "World's Fair" written
around the base. In the ashtray is "Souvenir of New York". This is made of brass colored pot metal.
Size: 4 1/2" wide by 5 3/8" deep by 5 3/4" tall. Condition: Good. The top of the Trylon is broken off
and the brass finish is worn.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 218 - 6 Sided Glass Ashtray with a picture of the "Trylon and Perisphere" "New York World's
Fair" on the bottom. The picture is on paper surrounded by green felt. Size: 4 1/2" point to point by 1
1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, the felt is faded. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 219 - Hand mirror in the original box from the "Exhibit of the Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co." with
a picture of the "Glass Center" on the front of the box. The box also has "Souvenir", "New York
Worlds Fair", "1939" on the front. The other side of the box is a mailer. Inside is a rectangular
mirror with a blue Trylon and Perisphere with "1939 New York World's Fair" printed on the mirror
(under the glass). The mirror is still wrapped in the original cardboard protector. Size: Box is 3 5/8"
wide by 2 3/4" by 7/16" thick. Condition: Box is Very Fine, it is missing the small flaps on the ends
that open and one end flap is missing about 1/2" of the flap. The Mirror is Excellent to Near Mint.
(My thumb reflection is in the bottom of the picture.)
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 220 - Brass Cigarette Case with the picture of the Trylon and Perisphere in the upper right with
"New York World's Fair" below and "1939" above. In the lower left corner is a picture of the
"Administration Building". The top has a silver colored background. Inside is a bar to hold down the
cigarettes. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is some wear to the finish
and the silver background.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 221 - Nail File with a brass handle. Pressed into the handle is the Trylon and Perisphere with
"New York World's Fair" at the top and "1939" and "© NYWF" below. The back has a pattern
pressed in it. Uncommon. Size: 1/2" wide by 4 1/16" long. Condition: Excellent. The handle could
use a polishing.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 222 - Brass colored Letter Opener with a raised image of the Trylon and Perisphere on the
handle with "New York World's Fair 1939" in raised letters to the right. Size: 1 1/4" wide by 9 3/8"
long. Condition: Fine. There are many areas where the finish is worn off.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 223 - Rabbit's Foot Key Chain with the Trylon and Perisphere and "New York World's Fair",
"1939" lithographed in blue and orange on the top of the Rabbit's Foot. Size: 1" wide by 2" long.
Condition: Very Good, the lithographed top is rusted.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 224 - Brass Medal with a half naked mermaid, marked "The Dugongs (mermaids)". The
reverse pictures the Trylon and Perisphere in front of clouds and rays with "Souvenir New York
World's Fair 1939" written around the edge. Size: 1 3/16" diameter. Condition: Fine. There are 3 rim
nicks (one is 1/8") and a little wear and discoloration on the T&P side. Hole may be original.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 225 - Brass Medal Spinner. Obverse: Pictures the Trylon and Perisphere with rays of light in
the background and "New York World's Fair" above. Around the top edge is printed "Metropolitan
Life Insurance Exhibit". Reverse: Pictures a tower with rays of light emanating from it. At top is
written "The Light That Never Fails" and at the bottom "Metropolitan Life Insurance Company".
There is a raised bump in the center so the medal can spin. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Very
Fine, wear and spots on both sides. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 226 - Glass bead with a reverse pressed image of the Trylon and Perisphere with "1939
N.Y.W.F." to the right. The background is painted blue. Size: 9/16" diameter. Condition: Very Fine,
some paint has chipped off.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 227 - Brass Bookmark with a shield at the top that has a raised image of the Trylon and
Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" written above. There is a blue and orange string with
a tassel at the end attached to the top. Size: Bookmark is 1 1/4" wide by 5 3/8" long. The string adds
another 5 1/4" to the length. Condition: Fine, the finish is worn.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 228 - Bakelite Stick pin in blue with the Trylon and Perisphere (Perisphere is a white bead)
and the words "New York World's Fair" above and "Bakelite" below. The back is marked with
"molded on H-P-M injection machine made by The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co." with the "Bakelite"
trade mark at the bottom. Size: The head is 1 3/16" wide and 1 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine,
a little dirty (will clean with soap & water).
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 229 - Bakelite Stick pin in green with the Trylon and Perisphere. The Perisphere is a white
bead and the Trylon, helicline and base are painted silver. The words "New York World's Fair"
above with silver paint and "Bakelite" below. The raised edge is also painted silver. The back is
marked with "molded on H-P-M injection machine made by The Hydraulic Press Mfg. Co." with the
"Bakelite" trade mark at the bottom. Size: The head is 1 3/16" wide and 1 1/8" high. Condition: Fine.
The silver paint is missing from the top of the Trylon and is worn all around the edge. There is a spot
(dirt ?) to the right of the Trylon. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 230 - Brass Shell Pin in the shape of and showing the Trylon and Perisphere. Below is written
"New York World's Fair 1939". Attached with a chain is "40". Size: Pin is 1 3/16" wide by 1 1/4"
high. With the chain and the year the width becomes 3". Condition: Fine, there is wear to the finish.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 231 - Round celluloid pin back with a blue, orange and white image of the Trylon and
Perisphere with a plane in the sky and a boat, a train and people at the bottom. Around the edge is
"New York World's Fair" with "1939" in the sky. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Extremely Fine.
There is a small dark area to the left of the 1939. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 232 - Bronze, metal pin in the shape of Electro - the Mechanical Man with the word
"WESTINGHOUSE" across the bottom. From the Westinghouse Co. exhibit. Size: 15/16" wide by
1" high. Condition: Very Good, there is wear on the pin.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 233 - Pin with an art deco design with a disk in the center with a raised image of the Trylon
and Perisphere that has "New York World's Fair 1939" written around the T&P and a tiny copyright
below. Size: 2" wide by7/8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 234 - "Heinz" Pickle given out at the 1939-40 New York World's Fair. Size: 1 1/4 inch long.
Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 235 - "Official Guide Book", "First Edition", "New York World's Fair", "The World of
Tomorrow", "1939". Inside are 256 pages of photos and descriptions of the areas and pavilions of
the Fair. Size: 5 1/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Good. The map is missing. The inside of the
covers and the opposite pages are stained. The cover has a separation of 1 1/2" at the spine. Still very
useful as a reference guide.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 236 - Large size booklet from Ford, "The Ford Exposition New York World' Fair - 1940",
picturing the Ford Pavilion on the front with a write up of Henry Ford's philosophy of progress.
Inside shows parts of the exhibition including the "Cycle of Production", "The Road of Tomorrow"
and Ford's famous 3 firsts including his first car model. The center opens to show a wonderful map
with three dimensional drawings of each building along with the building names, it is titled "The
New Yorker's Map of the World of Tomorrow together with an Index to its Chief Attractions". It is 8
pages including the covers. Size: Closed: 8 3/4" wide by 12" high. Opens to 17 1/2" wide.
Condition: Very Fine, there is a vertical fold down the center and a horizontal fold in the center.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 237 - Booklet, "Morris Gest's Little Miracle Town with the World's Greatest Midget Artistes",
"New York World's Fair". Inside are 32 pages telling the story of their arrival in New York, pictures
of each midget, their roll at the exhibit, and lots of midget stories along with loads of black and
white photographs. Size: 6 3/4" wide by 10 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is a little paper
loss lower left corner of the cover, but the inside is nice and clean.
Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 238 - Booklet and program. The booklet is "Sun Valley, A Winter Wonderland". The cover
pictures the ski lodge in the background with children building a snow Trylon and Perisphere in the
foreground with "NY Worlds Fair" written on the Trylon. Inside are 22 pages of information and
black and white photos of Sun Valley. The program is a 4 page folder for both their afternoon and
evening performances. The folder includes names and pictures of the stars and 11 different parts of
the show. Size: Booklet is 9" wide by 12" high. Condition: Booklet is Fine with a little soiling and
wear. The program is Fair, the bottom inch is cut off. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 239 - Saraka Booklet, titled "The Amazing Recovery of Inbad the Ailer", "A motion picture
presented at the New York World's Fair by the makers of Saraka", "Photographed in Technicolor".
The inside contains 18 pages of color pictures of the movie (its an animation). The back cover
pictures the product tin. Size: 7" wide by 5 1/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 240 - "The Playbill for the Broadhurst Theatre" containing advertisements for several different
pavilions at the New York Fair including General Motors and Schaefer Beer. Carmen Miranda is
pictured on the cover. The playbill also has a write up on fashion, the theatre's history, shows
playing in the city, the complete listing of the 2 acts and 20 plus scenes in the play including one
scene with Abbott & Costello. Size: 6 7/8" wide by 9 3/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with
light creases on the spine. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$2

Lot # 241 - Booklet for "Oven Melodies using Maca the new fast dry Yeast". This 16 page booklet
contains recipes and black and white pictures of many baked goods that one can make with this
product. The photo above shows the booklet open (both front and back cover). Size: Closed is 3 1/2"
wide by 6 1/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, some light overall aging of the paper.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 242 - "Esso" Map of "New York" from 1940 marked "Colonial Beacon Oil Company". Inside
are 2 maps of the highways in NY, one of upstate and one of down state leading to the New York
City Metropolitan area with a Trylon and Perisphere marking the location of the fair. There are also
several maps of cities in the state and a pictorial guide to New York showing color pictures of sights
or tourist highlights in every location in the state. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 8 1/4" high. Open: 22
3/4" wide by 33" high.
Condition: Fine, some minor edge damage, soiling and a ¾ " tear on one seam. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 243 - Map of "Metropolitan New York and World's Fair 1939" given out by "Esso" (now
known as Exxon) picturing the Trylon and Perisphere in front of the New York Skyline. At the
bottom is "Colonial Beacon Oil Company" (I assume one of the Esso companies at the time). Open
it up and there is a full highway map of the Greater New York, New Jersey area on one side. On the
other side are maps of Manhattan, one showing routes to the Fairgrounds with the location of
"Official World's Fair Information Booth"(s) on the route and a third map of the fairgrounds with a
large arrow pointing to the "Petroleum Industry Building". Size: Closed: 4 1/4" wide by 9 1/2" high.
Open: 20 3/4" wide by 28 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of small edge tears and a little
soiling.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 244 - Folder, "Metropolitan New York 1939", "4 Minute Crossing" map of bridges and tunnels
into Manhattan. Fully open is a road map of metropolitan New York that shows the location of the
fair. It also shows how to get from the Lincoln Tunnel and the Washington Bridge to the
fairgrounds. Published by the Port of New York Authority. Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9" high. Open:
12" wide by 18" high.
Condition: Very Fine. Slight separation at the ends of 2 folds and overall age toning.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 245 - Folder for "Steuben Glass". "New York World's Fair 1939" picturing a fancy glass
object they made specifically for the fair. The object is shaped like a glass with the Trylon and
Perisphere on the top and has an etched Mithrana (the statue over the Administration Building's
entrance) with the words "The World of Tomorrow" and "New York World's Fair", "1939" etched in
the side of the glass. Inside the brochure are pictures of several of the Steuben stores around
America and of list of their museum exhibits. Size: 5 7/8" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: Fine.
There is a bit of damage on the right side including a half inch tear and folds in the bottom with a
little paper loss.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 246 - Folder from "Sheffield Farms", "Her World of Tomorrow", " Better - Safer because of
Sheffield Farms". The folder opens to 4 panels plus an attached coupon that reads "Sheffield at the
World's Fair, Coupon for City Plant Visit". The panels picture the baby talking "We don't have a
World's Fair Everyday", ...,"Sheffield serves a better world of tomorrow". This is the same company
that game out the milk bottle charm listed above. Size: Closed: 3 1/4" wide by 5 1/16" high.
Condition: Excellent, a little age toning. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 247 - Folder "Some Sealtest Recipes as Developed and Displayed by the Sealtest Laboratory
Kitchen at the New York World's Fair". This folder has 16 different recipes. At the bottom of the
cover in small letters is "Copyright 1939, Sealtest, Inc." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 7 1/2" high. Condition:
Fine. There is a vertical crease and some edge and corner wear. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 248 - Fold out brochure "See the Pittsburgh Exhibits", "at the New York World's Fair" with
the Trylon and Perisphere model pictured on the front cover and "See the Pittsburgh Exhibits" "at
the Golden Gate International Exposition" with their logo in the center on the back cover. When
opened it shows the "Ground Plan of the New York World's Fair" with 3 pictures of pavilions:
"Glass Center", "Glass House" and "Street of Tomorrow" with arrows pointing to where they are
located on the map. The other size shows a smaller map of the San Francisco Fair and a picture of
the building where their exhibit is located. Size: Closed: 3 1/8" wide by 7 11/16" high. Open: 12 3/8"
wide by 7 11/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is a light spot on the back and overall age
toning. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 249 - Folder "Tomorrow's Work", titled "Beauty Culture" from the "National Youth
Administration" from the "World's Fair of 1940 in New York". The cover pictures people working in
several industries with many different modes of transportation pictured. The RCA building is also
pictured. It opens to 3 panels with writing telling visitors to see the fashion exhibits in the "World of
Fashion building" and the "Maison Coty". Size: Closed: 4" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine with a couple of light creases.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 250 - Folder from the "Czecho-Slovak Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1939" picturing a
stamp on the cover with "Ceskoslovensko", "1918", "1938" and "3Kc" printed on the stamp. The
Czechoslovakian Pavilion was not finished because Germany took control of the country after the
Munich Summit. The top of the folder reminds us of that with "Truth Prevails", "Czecho-Slovakia
Will Rise Again". Inside is a bit more information about their desire to be free again. The folder
contains a sheet of stamps with "Czecho-Slovak Participation New York World's Fair 1939",
"Czecho-Slovak Pavilion" printed at the top. Uncommon. Size: Folder is 6 1/2" wide by 7" high.
Stamps are 5 7/8" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: The folder is Very Fine. There is a little soiling at
the top of the folder and a little wear. The stamps are mint, but the plastic sleeve they came in is
missing a piece of the plastic. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 251 - Folder for "Frank Buck's Jungleland" with "5,000 Rare Wild Animals..." and "They're all
alive - at the New York World's Fair". Inside shows Frank Buck with several different animals along
with copy describing the wonderful things you will see when you attend his show. Size: Closed: 3
15/16" wide by 9 1/4" high. Condition: Fine, several crease and a 1/4" tear on the left edge.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 25

$6

Lot # 252 - Folder for "The Town of Tomorrow". This folder is for their design "No. 7", "The
Modern Home". The cover pictures a drawing of the house and the Trylon and Perisphere along with
"World's Fair of 1940 in New York". Inside shows the floor plan along with the products of several
companies that will provide all the comforts of the modern American lifestyle. Size: 7 1/8" wide by
10 1/4" high. Condition: Fine with 2 tears on the edge and it has been folded in 2 places.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 253 - Unused Post Card folder "New York World's Fair" with the Trylon & Perisphere and
"(c) N.Y.W.F." on the cover. On the back it say's "Greetings from the New York World's Fair" with
buildings pictured inside each letter and the letters are written in 3D blocks. Inside it opens to show
18 pictures of the fair. The folder is numbered "F-3". Published by "Grinnell Litho Co., N.Y.C."
Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage bottom left corner.
Inside is near mint. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 254 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "114:-Railroad Exhibit Building." Around the
edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the
top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 255 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "120:-Musical Program in the Open Air."
Picturing the "crowd seen from the stage at the Musical Program at the Open Air Theatre". Around
the edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at
the top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner damage
and a little age toning. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 256 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "106:-Music Hall." Around the edge is a blue
border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the top. The back
is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc, Brooklyn N.Y." Size:
5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine. Slight corner damage and a few light black
spots on the back. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 257 - Used Postcard with Multicolor image of "119:-The Food No. 2 Building." Around the
edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the
top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." The address and message are written in pencil. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, bend in the upper right corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 258 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "105:-Administration Building." Around the
edge is a blue border featuring the Trylon and Perisphere with "New York World's Fair 1939" at the
top. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and the card was made by "Miller Art Co. Inc,
Brooklyn N.Y." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good. There is some paper loss
on the back about 1" by 1/2" not visible from the front. Also a small brown spot bottom right of
card. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 259 - Used Multicolor Post Card of "F62: - General View Looking Towards Theme Center by
Night. New York World's Fair." picturing the Trylon and Perisphere in the center with the
Administration Building in the foreground and spotlights in the background. There is a plane flying
in one of the spotlights. At bottom left is a copyright and "45012" in the bottom right. Made by
"Manhattan Post Card Publishing Co., Inc." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine,
bottom corners are a little bent and some black cancellation is visible on the left border. An
uncommon view with the Trylon behind the Perisphere. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 260 - Unused Postcard with color image of the "Hall of Fashion" and on the bottom "New
York World's Fair" and "A-14". The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's
Fair", "Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Fine. There are small black spots at the bottom center and on the back there is a 1/2"
brown stain running across the card top. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 261 - Unused Postcard with Multicolor image of "The Moods of Time" and on the bottom
"New York World's Fair" and "A 50", picturing the reflecting fountain with statues and the Trylon
and Perisphere in the back. The back is marked "Officially Licensed by New York World's Fair",
"Colortint", "Made by Grinnell Litho Co., N. Y. C." Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition:
Very Fine, slight corner damage on all corners. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 262 - Unused Multicolor Postcard "Night View of Lagoon of Nations" picturing the fountains
at night with colored lights illuminating all the geysers, spot lights, fireworks and colored clouds
with "50W' in the upper left corner . The bottom is marked "New York World's Fair" and "8AH960" in the lower right corner.. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and "New York World's
Fair", "C.T. Art-Colortone." and "Made by Curt Teich & Co., Chicago". Size: 5 9/16" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: There are staple holes at the top center and bottom center that make this card Fine.
Without them it would be extremely fine. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 263 - Unused Multicolor Post Card of "The Maritime Building" with "WF13" in the upper
right corner and "New York World's Fair 1939" below. The image shows the building and the
fountain with boats in front. The back is marked "Officially Licensed" and "Mfg by Tichnor Bros.
Inc. 1472 Broadway, New York". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. Slight
damage bottom right corner and tiny brown spot on bottom of back. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 264 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is an "Actual Photograph" of the "New York
World's Fair Aerial View of the Fair" with "272" in the lower right corner. The photo is marked
"Fairchild Aerial Survey" in the lower right of the picture. The back is marked "A. Mainzer, 230
Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y." along with the T&P license and copyright in the corner. Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 265 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is an "Actual Photograph" of the "Marine
Transportation Building", "Romanian Government Tourist Exhibit". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine, ever so slight corner damage upper corners.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 266 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "Dr Eduard Benes , Col. V.
S. Hurban, Czechoslovak Minister reviewing troops on the occasion of the opening of the
Czechoslovak Pavilion at the World's Fair 1939". With the troops in the foreground and the pavilion
in the back. Size: 5 3/8" wide by 3 9/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight corner bending.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 267 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-123 National Cash
Register - N.Y.W.F." showing the fair's attendance for that day at 87,018. The photo was taken by
"Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 268 - Unused Black and White Post Card that is a Photograph of "5F-160 Italian Bldg at Night
- N.Y.W.F." showing the front of building and the waterfall illuminated. The photo was taken by
"Underwood & Underwood". Size: 3 3/8" wide by 5 5/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight
corner bends. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1939-1940 Golden Gate International Exposition (269 to 281)
Held in San Francisco, California. Also known as Treasure Island.

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 269 - Woman's Compact with baked enamel decoration. On the top in the center of the oval
are orange flowers and a walking brown bear on a white background. In the oval around it is
"Golden Gate International Exposition", "1939" on a blue background. The outer edge and the back
are black. Inside is the original powder puff with "Elgin American" written on it, rouge in the rouge
compartment and a mirror under the lid. The rouge and puff have been used. Size: 2 1/2" wide by 2
7/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, there are a couple of light scratches in the black area. There is
also some rouge still on the puff inside. Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 270 - Child's toy gun in holster. Holster has the fair's logo with "Golden Gate International
Exposition" around the edge pressed into the leather front. There is a loop at the top to hang it on a
belt. The gun is a cast iron cap gun with a working hammer. "Pluck" is cast in the side of the gun.
The back of the holster is a composite cardboard product. A hard to find children's plaything. Size:
Holster is 2 3/8" wide by 6 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, there is some paper loss to the back
piece visible from the front. The gun is excellent.
Estimate: $ 40 - $ 60

$ 20

Lot # 271 - Black and White Photograph of 3 people (a man, woman, and boy) standing outside at
the fair. The cardboard frame has a deco design with "Treasure Island" at the top and "San Francisco
1940" at the bottom. Size: 3" wide by 4 1/2" high. Condition Very Fine with a few light brown spots
on the frame. The photo is clear, but slightly darkened.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 272 - "100 Approved Movie Views and Pathegrams Cine Vue" with "Authorized by the
Golden Gate International Exposition". The Tower of Sun and the Fair's logo is also pictured on the
top. Box holds a black and maroon viewer (no film in viewer) and three rolls of "Movie View"
filmstrips in small cardboard boxes: No. 2, No. 3 and No. 4. The sides of the box picture a film strip
with pictures of the fair on the film. Made by "Pathegrams, Inc." Size: 7 1/2" wide by 5" deep by 1
1/2" high. Condition: There is some wear to the box. One of the film boxes is missing its top flap.
The films have been viewed and may show a little damage. Estimate: $ 25 - $ 40

$ 12

Lot # 273 - "12 Miniature Post Cards" in the original silver colored mailer that is also marked
"California World's Fair on San Francisco Bay". The cover has a cut out so you can view the top
post card inside. Inside are 12 black and white photo postcards all copyright "Stanley A. Filtz". On
the back of each is a description of the picture, "Miniature Post Card" and a place for "Message",
"Address" and a one cent stamp. The back of the cover has "Miniature Packet Set No. 5". Size: Each
postcard is 4 3/8" by 2 13/16". The mailer is slightly bigger at 4 1/2" wide by 3" high. Condition:
The post cards are Extremely Fine with a little soiling on a few cards. The mailer is Very Fine with
some creases and paper loss on the edges. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 274 - 4 Black and White Night Photos of the fair. They are each marked on the back "E48",
"Krystal Gloss Guaranteed Forever", inside a bear "Bear Photo Service" and are dated "Dec 30 '40".
Size: They are all 4 7/16" by 3 1/8", give or take 1/8" on each side. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 275 - Ticket Stub from "Safeway Customers Days on Treasure Island", "September 7th 8th
and 9th". This ticket had a "Special Sale Price Courtesy Safeway Stores, Inc." The ticket is
numbered "2594" and has facsimile signatures of the "General Manager" and the "President". Size: 3
7/8" wide by 2" high. Condition: Very Fine, a little edge and corner damage and slight browning at
the bottom. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 276 - Ticket Booklet picturing the statue Pacifica with "A Souvenir of Golden Gate
International Exposition" in the upper left corner and "1940" in the upper right corner. The booklet
contains 4 pages (The top page is separated). Attached to the last page is one stub "good for one
general admission to Exposition Grounds". The bottom of each ticket is a facsimile signature of the
President and General Manager and each ticket and the 1 remaining stub are numbered "E 62580".
Size: 6 1/8" wide with stub (3 7/8" wide without stub) by 2 5/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. The
tickets are nice and clean, but the booklet is not complete and has the top ticket separated.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 277 - Postcard Folder for "California World's Fair on San Francisco Bay". The front pictures a
night scene of the Elephant towers and the Tower of the Sun with spot lights in the sky. The back
cover pictures an aerial view of the fairgrounds with colored spot lights. Inside are 9 double sided
multicolor pictures of night scenes of the fair. The folder was published by "Stanley A. Piltz, San
Francisco, Calif." and is numbered "D-5928". Size: 6 1/8" wide by 4 3/16" high. Condition: Very
Fine. There is edge wear to the cover. The inside is bright and clean. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 278 - Unused Post Card Folder with "California World's Fair on San Francisco Bay" picturing
the Tower of the Sun and Elephant towers with "In Commemoration of the Completion of The
World's Greatest Bridges" printed between pictures of the 2 bridges. On the back is a picture of the
Court of Pacifica and Fountain of Western Waters". Inside are 18 color pictures of the fair that fold
out. The folder was published by "Stanley A. Filtz San Francisco, Calif." and is numbered "D-5714".
Size: 6 1/16" wide by 4 1/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, only because there is 5/8" of paper loss
next to the bridge in the center bottom. The pictures are near mint. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 279 - Unused Post Card with color image of "Tower of the Sun. Golden Gate International
Exposition. San Francisco", Numbered "C-6" The back of this unused postcard is marked "Golden
Gate International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S.F." &
"66104". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 280 - Unused Post Card with color image of "The Giant 'Pacifica', Golden Gate International
Exposition, San Francisco", Numbered "C-7". The back of this unused postcard is marked "Golden
Gate International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S.F." &
"66105". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 5 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, a little wear to the left side.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 281 - Unused Post Card with color image of "Giant Statue of 'Pacifica' Overlooking Court of
the Seven Seas", Numbered "A14". The back of this unused postcard is marked "1940 Golden Gate
International Exposition Official Post Card" with logo and "The H. S. Crocker Co. Inc. S.F." & "A14". Size: 3 1/2" wide by 5 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Category: 1958 Brussels International Exposition (282 to 284)
The first major World's Fair to be held after World War II. This fair celebrated the return of Europe to its pre-war stature.

Picture

Description

Lot # 282 - Fork with figural image of the French Pavilion marked "France 1958" at the end of the
handle. This plated spoon has a nice detailed image of the French pavilion at the fair. The back is
marked "Pain - Expo - Brood". Size: 5 3/8" long by 7/8" wide at top.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

Minimum
Bid

$4

Lot # 283 - Folder for "Elka" Beer. The folder is written in 5 languages and on the front reads "You
are in Vandenheuvel's sphere, the only brewery which has been authorized to show in the
Atomium." Inside are pictures of the brewery and a bar (probably in the brewery). On the back cover
is a picture of 2 men drinking beer looking out the window of the Atomium at the fair grounds. The
copy reads "The Top Quality Beer of Brussels World Fair '58." The picture inside the bar shows the
inside of the spherical roof of one atom in the Atomium. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 8 1/4" high. Condition:
Fine, some crease and soiling.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 284 - "First Day of Issue" cover with a cache of the Atomium with "Brussels Universal and
International Exhibition" written on both sides of the picture. Above the Atomium is "1958". The
cache was made by "Cachet Craft" and "Ken. Boll". The postmark is "Detroit Apr 17 1958" with the
5 pointed star fair logo. The envelope was mailed and the address is written in pencil. Size: 6 1/2"
wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Category: 1962 Seattle World's Fair (285 to 289)
Also known as Century 21

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 285 - Multicolor Foil Print of an aerial view of the fairgrounds in the original mat all in the
original mailing envelope. The picture shows all the major buildings including the Monorail,
Coliseum, Space Needle, Science Center and more. The Envelope is marked "Your Souvenir of the
Seattle World's Fair", and it was made by "Fepeg Corporation" of Seattle. The item is still sealed in
the original envelope that has not been opened. Size: (taken from a similar one with a different
picture that I sold last March) Site size: 8 5/16" wide by 6 1/4" high. Mat size: 11 9/16" wide by 8
11/16" high. Envelope (measured now) is 12" wide by 9 1/2" high. Condition: The envelope is Very
Fine with some age toning, corner creases and wrinkles. The portion of the picture that shows
through the window is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 286 - Ticket for the "Century 21 Fairliner", the bus that took people around the fairgrounds
with get on, get off privileges. The ticket is numbered "C-315311". The back has an injury
disclaimer. Size: 3 1/2" wide by 1 1/2" high. Condition: Excellent, it was punched 2 times.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 287 - "C-21 Finale Club" membership card. The card reads" This Certifies that _____ was
present at the Official Closing of the 1962 Seattle World's Fair". It ends with "Attested to and
presented by Radio King" along with a picture of a microphone wearing a crown. Size: 3 1/2" wide
by 2" high. Condition: Excellent with a little age toning.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 288 - Membership card to the "Century 21 Club" issued to "a Charter Member in the Century
21 Club". It's "A Ticket to Tomorrow"., with the facsimile signature of the President. It is numbered
"B 432762". Size: 3 7/16" wide by 2 1/6" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage lower
right corner and top edge.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 289 - Round Horoscope chart from the "Natural Gas" exhibit at the "Seattle World's Fair 1962'. Turn the inner disk to line out with the dates and zodiac sign on the outer wheel and your
horoscope is displayed. On the back is a layout of the exhibit. Size: 6 5/16" diameter. Condition:
Extremely Fine, light rub spot on the inner disk.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: 1964 New York World's Fair (290 to 352)
Reference Books
JG - "NY World's Fair Collectibles by Joyce Grant

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 290 - Foo Dog Corner Roof Tile from the China Pavilion. Each corner of the roof had a line of
these tiles. When the pavilion was being built, this figural tile arrived with a hole in it. My father
asked for it (he did the plumbing in the China pavilion) and it sat in his office until he gave it to me
when he retired in 1995. The last picture (photo taken from from a video on a TV screen, so not the
best quality) shows the actual corner of the pavilion and how the tile was supposed to be installed.
This could be the only one of these original tiles to survive. Size: 13" long by 6 5/8" deep by 14 1/2"
tall. Condition: Extremely Fine. There are a few chips on the base (one is 3/4" by 1 1/2") and the 1"
hole on the back. Estimate: $ 300 - $ 500

$ 100

Lot # 291 - 6 foot long Cloth Banner in blue, orange and white with the Unisphere along with
"1964", "1965", "New York", "World's Fair" at the top. The top has two grommets for hanging and 2
labels. One label contains copyright information and the other has "The name Annin Guarantees
Quality" and "Reliance 100% cotton, Defiance Fast Colors" written on it. The Annin Company was
located in Verona, NJ and was the largest flag producer in the 1960s. The consignor said this hung at
the fair. Size: 6' 1" long by 18 1/4" wide.
Condition: Extremely Fine, it is a little dirty from hanging outside.
Estimate: $ 100 - $ 150

$ 50

Lot # 292 - Round beige ceramic bank on a slanted shoe-like base, one side has Peter and Wendy
holding blue and orange balloons, other side has "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" and images of
4 Fair structures (Unisphere, NY State Pavilion, General Foods arch) and fireworks all decorated in
blue and orange. The base has the copyright and register marks. The bottom is marked "R. M. S.
Sales Corp. East Orange, N.J. Made in U. S. A.". There is a cork covering of the hole at the bottom
that has been opened to let the coins out. Size: 4 1/2" wide by 5" tall by 2 1/4" deep. Condition:
Extremely Fine. There are a few small light spots that all appear to be as made. Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 293 - Boy Scott Neckerchief. Overall the colors are blue and orange. In one corner is the
Unisphere with white continents and black rings. Around it is written in white "Scout Service
Corps", "1964", "1965" and "New York World's Fair" with registered and copyright marks. Size:
38" wide by 19" high. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 35 - $ 50

$ 17

Lot # 294 - Car Medallion with the "Unisphere" in the center surrounded by blue and orange, with
"New York World's Fair 1964-65" written around it. The medallion is connected to a bracket with a
ball attachment, so that it can be swiveled into any direction. Size: Medallion is 3 5/8" diameter and
overall height with the bracket is 4 1/2". Condition: Fine, there is some corrosion around 7 o'clock.
Estimate: $ 30 - $ 45

$ 15

Lot # 295 - Squeeze Toy of Wendy that squeaks. Wendy has blue and orange decorations. Made by
The Sun Rubber Company. Squeeze Wendy and she squeaks. This toy is sealed in plastic and I have
not removed it. Size: Wendy is 8 1/2" tall by 3 1/4" wide by apx. 3" deep (the head's depth).
Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 296 - Necklace with Unisphere Pendant in the Original Box. The Unisphere is "Genuine
Butterfly Wings" and was made "by Hoffman". Around the Unisphere is a decorative metal boarder
and the original chain is also attached. Uncommon. Size: Pendant is 1 5/8" diameter. The box is 2
1/2" wide by 7" high by 1/2" thick. Condition: Pendant is Near Mint. The box is Very Fine with a
couple of holes in the cardboard that holds the pendant and the plastic top is missing.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 297 - Brass Medal for the "New York State Exhibit at the World's Fair" picturing their
building with the high towers superimposed on a map of the state. Below is "1964-1965". The
reverse pictures the seal of the State of New York superimposed on the New York City Skyline with
"Commemoration of the 300th Year", "New Amsterdam - New York". Size: 1 1/2" diameter.
Condition: Extremely Fine, some wear to the finish on the reverse. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 298 - Oklahoma Key Chain with hanging medal. Obverse: In the center are pictures of the
industires in the state; "Power", "Industry", "Labor", "Agriculture", "Fuel" and "Water". Around the
edge is "Oklahoma at the World's Fair", "1964-1965". Reverse: The Unisphere is pictured in the
center with "Man's Achievements in an Expanding Universe", "New York World's Fair". Size:
Medal is 1 1/2" diameter. Overall length is 3 5/8". Condition: Very Fine with some wear and a few
small spots of discoloration. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 299 - Sterling Demitasse Spoon with a cut out figural Unisphere at the top of the handle.
Down the handle is "New York World's Fair ©". On the back is a copyright and "Th. Marthinsen
Sterling Norway". Size: 4 1/16" long by 7/8" wide. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 300 - Small orange and blue World's Fair flag with white Unisphere logo in the center. There
is a World's Fair copyright on the edge. The flag is mounted on a small pole. Size: Flag: 5 5/8"wide
by 3 3/4" high. pole is 10 5/8" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 301 - Set of 4 "Souvenir Tray Gifts by Houze Art" in the Original Box. The box contains 4
multicolor glass dishes with pictures of the following: "AMF Monorail", "Heliport Building", "New
York City Skyline" with the Unisphere in front and "Main Mall" with the Unisphere and Rocket
Thrower statue. Size: The box is 5" wide by 6 1/4: high by 5/8" thick. Each glass dish is 2 3/8"
square. Condition: Excellent. The trays look like they have never been out of the box. There is
writing in ink on the bottom of the box identifying it as NYWF. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 302 - Miniature license plate with hole through one side for attachment to key chain. The
license plate is black with orange writing. The center has orange text "OD-6624", "NY World's Fair
64". The back side has "Postage Guaranteed", "Finder Deposit Any Mailbox", "Disabled American
Veterans", "National Headquarters", "Cincinnati 13, Ohio". Size: 1 3/8" wide by 9/16" Condition:
Very Fine a little wear to the front and a scratch on the back. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 303 - "Official Souvenir Flash Card Set" in a self mailing box. It contains 1964-1965 "New
York World's Fair Pictures", the text is in English, French, and Spanish. There are 28 full color
picture flash cards of major exhibits and attractions in natural color. Size: Box is 6" high by 3 5/8"
wide. Condition: Cards are Mint. Box is Excellent with slight edge wear.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 304 - Paper Coasters in the original plastic bag. The coasters are blue and picture the
Unisphere with "New York World's Fair 1964-1965" printed below. The edges of the coasters are
serrated. There are probably a dozen or more coasters in the bag, enough to serve at a party. Size:
The coasters are 3 3/8" diameter. Condition: Coasters are Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 305 - "Official Souvenir Belgium Village New York World's Fair 1965". This is a card sealed
inside plastic with 4 Belgium coins along with the Original Mailing Envelope. The front of the card
pictures the Belgium Village with writing in the upper right corner and the back has a bunch of
information about the pavilion. The original envelope is not marked. Size of the plastic: 6" wide by 3
5/8" high. Condition: Inside is Near Mint. The envelope has some edge wear.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 306 - Ticket - Daily Pass # "A 332440" for (stamped in the center) "4 Sept 64". The ticket has
the Unisphere in the upper left corner and is blue and orange on a white background. The back
pictures orange Unispheres. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 2 3/8". Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 307 - Discount Coupon Booklet, "Discount Certificates to the most outstanding restaurants,
rides, shows and other attractions at the New York World's Fair 1964 1965". About 50 discount
coupons including "Log Flume", "To the Moon and Beyond" and even "Freedomland" an
amusement park located in the Bronx. Size: 4 3/4" wide by 2 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 308 - "21 View-Master Stereo Pictures", "Industrial Area", "New York World's Fair 19641965". The envelope pictures the Tower of Light Pavilion. This is "Packet No. A675". Inside are 3
reels, each with 7 pictures that show a total of 21 stereo color views, many of them the inside of the
Industrial Buildings such as "G.E.'s 1920 Kitchen", "DuPont's Chemical Magic", "Inside Bell
Telephone Exhibit" and many exterior shots as well. The back of the envelope lists all 21 pictures
(they are listed on the reel too). It also contains the reorder envelope. Size: 4 1/2" square. Condition:
Insides are Near Mint. The envelope is Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 309 - 8" by 10" Black and White Photograph taken in Winter 1965 with snow on the ground.
In the background are a Greyhound bus stop where the sign has been damaged, and Hollywood USA
with its façade of the Grauman's Chinese Theater. This picture was sent to me by the World's Fair
Press Department. It is marked on the back with a number in ink "D6198" Size: 10" wide by 8" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 310 - Kodachrome color slide of the Escorter standing in the middle of the fair's street. Dated
"JUL 64". Size: 35mm slide in a 2" square holder. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 2

$1

Lot # 311 - Voice Print from the Bell Telephone Pavilion. This is the print of my voice made in the
Bell Telephone Pavilion at the fair. The paper is unmarked as to its origin. Size: 12 3/4" by 5 5/8".
Condition: Fine, two folds and creases have caused the paper to have many light black marks.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 312 - Small Change Purse with a plaid design and the Unisphere in the center with "New York
World's Fair" above and copyright below. When snapped open there are 2 compartments inside.
There is a small loop on the side so the purse could be hung from a chain. The word "Japan" is
pressed into the compartment divider. (Grant pg 72) Size: 2 7/16" wide by 2 1/4" high by 9/16"
thick. Condition: Extremely Fine, the Unisphere is on a 45 degree angle. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 313 - Plastic Cigarette Case where the top part slides off the bottom part and a pack of
cigarettes fits inside. There is a raised portion in the front so that a book of matches can also be
stored. On the front is a gold Unisphere impressed into the plastic with © and ® with "New York
World's Fair 1964 - 1965" impressed in gold above. Size: 2 3/8" wide by 1 3/8" deep by 2 3/4" tall
(but can expand with a longer cigarette pack). Condition: Very Fine. The gold is Excellent, but there
is a small hole in the bottom with a couple of scratches next to it.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 314 - Large Pencil with the "Unisphere", "Electric Power and Light", "Solar Fountain", "Swiss
Sky Ride", "General Motors" pictured on a blue background. "1964 - New York World's Fair 1965" is written in large letters across the pencil. The original tassel is hanging from the eraser end.
Size: 10 1/2" long by 1/2" diameter. Condition: Very Fine, a couple of light scratches in the surface.
Estimate: $ 12 - $ 18

$6

Lot # 315 - "Dashin' Dan" pin given out by "The Long Island Rail Road" picturing a running man.
Around the top is "I'm a Fan of" and "Dashin' Dan" below the man. This button was given out at the
fair. Size: 15/16" diameter. Condition: Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 316 - Official Souvenir Map New York World's Fair 1964/1965" across the top of the front
cover. Open it up and it shows a drawing of every building on the grounds in a 3 dimensional aerial
view along with the name of the pavilion. The other side shows a road map "Approaches to the
Fair". Size: Closed: 4 7/8" wide by 9 1/ 4" high. Open: 26 3/8" wide by 33" high. Condition: Very
Fine with a little edge and corner damage to the cover. The inside map is Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 317 - "Official Detailed Map" from "Esso". It unfolds to show a map with the outline of all the
buildings. Size: closed: 3 1/4" wide by 6" high. Open 16 1/4" wide by 24" high. Condition: Very
Good. There is a 3" tear on a fold and the original owner put pencil marks on the paths. There is also
a heart drawn on the front and a little sticker residue.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 318 - Map of the fairgrounds that shows the amount of time it takes to walk from one location
at the fair to all others. This partial page from a New York newspaper contains the map of the
fairgrounds with shoe prints on the walkways that indicate one minute of walking time. Count the
number of shoe prints and you can see how long it will take to walk to your next location. This was a
advertisement by shell. Size: 12 1/2" wide by 14 3/4" high. Condition: Fair, it is torn from a page in
a 1964 newspaper and has frayed edges folds and tears. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 319 - Booklet "Welcome to New Rochelle Day at the World's Fair June 2, 1964". This 12 page
booklet includes: The program of the "12 hours Continuous Entertainment", list of participants, a
write up of how wonderful New Rochelle is, and ads from local companies including a full page ad
for 7UP on the back cover picturing the pavilion at the fair. (The owner of 7UP lived in New
Rochelle at the time). Uncommon. Size: 5 1/2" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Very Fine with a few
lights spots on the cover near the lower right corner.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$7

Lot # 320 - "Ford Times" Booklet from "May 1965" picturing a large crowd of people in front of the
Ford Pavilion's Rotunda with a red Mustang on the platform behind the crowd. Inside are 66 pages
of articles about the fair: "Celebrities Pick Their Favorites", "Snacking Your Way around the Fair",
"Shopping Spree around the World" (in the pavilions), "Hit Show for '65", "Back Stage at the
Pavilion" and much more including pictures of most 1965 Ford vehicles. Size: 5" wide by 6 7/8"
high. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 20 - $ 30

$ 10

Lot # 321 - Booklet, "Visitor's Guide" to the "Better Living Center", "New York World's Fair 19641965". This 24 booklet describes how you take the escalator up and the floor plan of everything you
see on the way down with each floor plan displayed. On the back is an "Index to Attractions". Size:
3 5/8" wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 322 - "Clairol Carousel" Booklet "New York World's Fair 1965". The inside cover pictures a
night shot of the Clairol pavilion with a thank you for allowing them to make you (the booklet's
recipient) more beautiful. The rest of the booklet contains advertising for Clairol products. Only
women were allowed in this pavilion. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 7 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 323 - Booklet for "Modesto Ltd.", "The Exclusive Custom Tailors", with "New York World's
Fair 1964-65" also on the cover. Inside are 12 pages of black and white pictures of models wearing
their men's and women's clothes. There is also a discussion on their Hong Kong business. Size: 3
1/2" wide by 8" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 324 - Booklet "New York World's Fair 1964-1965 Hotel and Motel Guide", "1964 Rate
Schedule". Inside are 6 double wide pages of hotels listed alphabetically along with their features
and prices. Size: 3 5/8" wide by 8 1/2" high. Opens to 7 1/4" wide pages. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 325 - One Page flyer from "Islamic Culture and Art Nationality Day at the New York World's
Fair October 3rd, 1965" This is 2 sided and has a request to attend the event at the Singer Bowl on
the front and a religious questionnaire on the back. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition:
Extremely Fine, the edges are a little bent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 326 - Computer Printout of John F. Kennedy's bust printed at the United States Government
Pavilion (unmarked). In the lower right corner is "Larsson of Teletype", I assume the person who
created the picture. I picked this up at the fair in 1965. Size: 8 7/16" wide by 10" high. Condition:
Near Mint. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$1

Lot # 327 - Folder "Official Key to the Exhibit of the Vatican Pavilion at the New York World's
Fair". Inside is a map of the pavilion with a key and descriptions of everything that is on exhibit. The
other side contains a list of all the souvenirs and their price. Size: Closed: 10 1/2" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Open: 10 1/2" wide by 13 11/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 328 - Folder "Night Pictures at the New York World's Fair" with the Unisphere in the middle
of the cover. Inside are 2 daylight film types and a list of the pavilions and what the shutter speed
and the aperture setting to use. Size: 3 3/4" wide by 6 1/2" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 329 - Folder from the "Long Island Rail Road" telling you it's "the Best Way to get to the N.Y.
World's Fair from Manhattan". Opens to 3 panels with a Long Island map on the inside. Size: 4"
wide by 9" high. Opens to 12". Condition: Very Good. A small piece is missing from the top right
corner and there is a 2" separation on one of the folds.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 330 - "Challenge to Greatness", 4 page printout from "United States Pavilion Library/U.S.A."
Printed in the pavilion at the "New York World's Fair 1964-65". This was printed September 9, 1965
and the computer equipment was provided by "Univac". The printout includes "Description of the
Library/U.S.A.", "Role of the Computer", and an essay on "The Conflict of Ideologies", "The East
vs West". Size: Closed: 8 3/8" wide by 11" high. Open: 16 3/4" wide by 22" high. Condition: Mint.
(the 2nd picture shows it completely open, but it is not a good photo. It looks perfect in person.)
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 331 - Folder "What's Free at the Fair" issued by the Fair Corporation in 1965. Inside states
"85% of the Fair is entirely free!" and lists all the amazing things that are free. There are color
pictures of the pieta, fountains and more. Size: Closed: 3 9/16"" wide by 8 1/2" high. Open: 7 1/8"
wide. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 332 - Folder "Highlights of the Fair" issued by the Fair Corporation in 1965. Inside states it is
"A World Of Excitement" with 8 color pictures of some of the best attractions. Opens to 3 panels.
Size: Closed: 3 1/2" wide by 8 3/8" high. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 333 - Folder, "Family Fun at the Fair" picturing "The Thrilling Log Flume" on the cover.
Inside it has picture and tells how "A family of 4 spent an exciting day for only $ 7.46 - including
lunch and dinner". Size: Closed: 3 9/16" wide by 8 3/8" high. Opens to 7 1/8" wide. Condition: Near
Mint. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 334 - Folder "See the World's Largest Road Map" for the New York State Pavilion put out by
Texaco. Unfold it and there are 2 maps inside, one of the New York Metropolitan area, showing
where the fair is and one of the highways just around the fairgrounds. There are also 5 drawings of
buildings at the fair and general information about the fair. A sales pitch to get a Texaco credit card
is also in the folder. Size: Closed: 3 7/8" wide by 9" high. Opens to 13 3/8" wide. Condition: Very
Good, there are a few small holes and some creases.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 335 - Flyer, "Wycliff Bible Translations, Inc.", "2000 Tribes Pavilion", "New York World's
Fair". On the back is a form to request more information about "Speakers", "Films", "Annuities-Life
Incomes" (donations) and more. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 9 3/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, small
light spot on left side.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 336 - Folder for "The Humane Society of the United States at the World's Fair", located on
"The Ground Floor - The Better Living Center". Inside describes their 8 exhibits and answers the
question "What is a Humane Society ?" On the back is a Walt Whitman poem and a form to request
membership information. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Very Fine, a few light spots.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 337 - Flyer, "Japan Pavilion New York World's Fair" that lists the "Main Features of Japan
Pavilion". On the back is a "Guide to Register for Ikebana Course" with a color picture of a sample
of the "Japanese Art of Flower Arrangement". Size: 3 1/8" wide by 7 7/8" high. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 338 - Folder with 3 panels for "West Virginia Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 1964 1965". Lift the front panel and there is a color architectural rendering of their pavilion. Open it all
the way and it's "A Tour Through the West Virginia Pavilion". Just like being there. Size: 4 1/16"
wide by 8 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few light wrinkles.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 339 - 2 Piece lot: "The City: Places and People", "An Exhibition of Art Sponsored by the New
York State Council on the Arts", "New York State Pavilion", "New York World's Fair, 1965". One
piece is a 3 panel folder with a picture of "Childe Hassam's The Fourth of July, 1916" painting in
black and white on the cover and a write up about the exhibit. The other piece is a 2 page orange
folder with a list of all the paintings in the exhibit. Size: 4" wide by 9" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5

Lot # 340 - Flyer for Greyhound's "Special Reservation Service Direct to the World's Fair". The
back is blank. "Remember .... Only Greyhound takes you to and thru the World's Fair !". Size: 3 7/8"
wide by 8 3/4" high. Condition: Excellent, one minor crease lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 341 - Postcard in large format picturing "Caribbean Pavilion", "New York World's Fair 19641965". "Published by Roberts Novelty, Inc." and was printed by Dexter. It has the number "86857B" in small letters. Size: 9" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is a little damage to the
upper corners and a little browning of two back edges. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 342 - Large Sized color photo Postcard picturing (marked on back) "Unisphere Night Scene",
"New York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by
Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." The card is numbered "DT-86865-B" Size: 9" wide by 6" high.
Condition: Extremely Fine, the slightest wear in the bottom corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 343 - Large Sized color photo Postcard picturing (marked on back) "Swiss Sky Ride", "New
York World's Fair". Postcard was made by "Dexter Press Inc." "(c) 1964, NYWF 1964-1965
Corporation". The card number is "87309-B" Size: 8 15/16" wide by 6" high. Condition: Very Fine,
a little crease in the upper left corner and very slight damage to 2 other corners (I am being picky).
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 344 - Unused Multicolor Post Card with 5 photograph vignettes of fair buildings: Unisphere,
Thailand, General Electric, General Motors and the Unisphere again pictured in the center published
by "Dexter, West Nyack, N. Y." and is numbered "DT-87981-B". Size: 8 1/4" wide by 3 1/2" high (a
non-standard size). Condition:Extremely Fine, slight corner wear. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 345 - Unused Multicolor Postcard with a photograph of "Ein Prosit Der Gemutlichkeit !"
(translation: "Coziness Cheers") picturing a waitress carrying many mugs of Lowenbrau beer at the
Lowenbrau Garden at the fair. "Published by Hans Holterbosch, Inc." and numbered "91904-B" with
the fair copyright. The card has serrated edges. Size: 4 1/16" wide by 5 7/8" high, larger than usual.
Condition: Extremely Fine, slight edge wear. Small mark on back Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$1

Lot # 346 - Unused Multicolor Post Card with an architectural rendering of "The Protestant &
Orthodox Center New York World's Fair 1964-1965" (marked on back). The edge is cut in an arc
pattern (serrated) all the way around. "Official" Postcard made by "Dexter Press" number in small
letters in back is "83727-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16" high. Condition: Very Fine. There is a
1/4" spot on the back that I can't tell if there is paper loss or paper stuck to it. Estimate: $ 2 - $ 3

$1

Lot # 347 - Unused Multicolor Post Card with an architectural rendering of the "Johnson Wax
Pavilion New York World's Fair 1964 - 1965" (marked on back). The edges are serrated (cut in
arcs). Published by Dexter and numbered "74995-B". Size: : 5 3/8" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 348 - Unused Multicolor Post Card with a photograph of "The Collegiate Cap and Gown
Company exhibit located on the main floor of the Hall of Education at the fabulous New York
World's Fair." picturing their offerings for all classes and ages. "Pub. by Dexter Color Illinois, Inc.,
122 S. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Illinois" and numbered "80874-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 7/16"
high. Condition: Fine, crack in upper left corner, a little edge wear and a little roughness on the right
side. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 349 - Unused Postcard with Color Photo of the "Japan Pavilion", "New York World's Fair" (as
printed on the back). The card pictures the building behind spraying fountains. "Published by the
Japan Trade Center, New York" with a fair copyright on the back. Size: 5 7/16" wide by 3 1/2" high.
Condition: Very Fine, there is a crease in both left corners. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Lot # 350 - Unused Post Card with Color Photo of the "Riding the Swiss Sky Ride At the World's
Fair, N.Y.C." (marked on back). Published by "Plastichrome" it is marked "An Unofficial
Reproduction" and is numbered "WF420". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: Very Fine,
besides a little damage to the lower right corner, the left side was incorrectly cut. Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 351 - Unused Post Card with Color Photo picturing (marked on back) "Unisphere", "New
York World's Fair 1964-1965". Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post Cards by Dexter,
Nyack, N.Y." This is a view of "The Unisphere as seen from the Promenade of the Court of Nations"
and shows the flags of many nations. The number on the card is "DT-87500-B". Size: 5 7/16" wide
by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Very Good, crease in lower right corner that shows as a crack and damage
to both lower corners. Estimate: $ 1 - $ 2

$1

Lot # 352 - Unused Post Card with Color Photo picturing (marked on back) "The Port of New York
Authority Heliport and Exhibit Buildings", "New York World's Fair 1964-1965". There is an inset
picture of the Unisphere in the upper right corner. Marked on the back is "Official World's Fair Post
Cards by Dexter, West Nyack, N.Y." On the back is also the number "DT-88531-B" Size: 5 7/16"
wide by 3 1/2" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight bend lower left corner. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: Expo 67 - Montreal (353 to 356)
Held in Montreal Canada

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 353 - Tin lithographed Desk Calendar with pictures of 6 different pavilions, 3 on each side.
The base is a silver color metal where you can set the month and the day of the week. The top part is
round and lithographed. The date appears in a window on each side and changes when you flip the
top over. Note: the second photo is the back and the face is upside down so that it is right side up
when flipped over. Size: 2 5/8" wide by 2" deep by 3" tall. Condition: Extremely Fine with a few
small scratches on the edge of the lithography and some wear on the base. Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 354 - Elongate Cent (probably Canadian) with "Expo 67" above the stylized Centennial logo
with "1867", "1967" below and "Canadian Centennial". Around the edge are the double 'Y' s. The
back is blank. Size: 9/16" wide by 1 7/16" high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 10

$3

Lot # 355 - Pair of Color Slides made by "Bellevue Photo: One slide is "Atlantic Provinces"
pavilion. The other is "Western Provinces" pavilion. Size: Each is 2" square containing a 35mm
slide. Condition: Fine, the colors are washed out.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 356 - Unused Post Card with Color Photo picturing "Iran" at expo67. This is an Official
Postcard, published by "Plastichrome of Canada". Size: 5 1/2" wide by 3 7/16" high.
Condition: Excellent. Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$1

Category: 1982 World's Fair Knoxville (357 to 358)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 357 - Small Pitcher made of light green china with flowers painted on the sides. On the bottom
is marked "World's Fair 1982" with a flower logo. Size: 3 1/4" wide from handle end to spout by 5
1/2" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 15 - $ 25

$8

Lot # 358 - "First Day of Issue" Cover with a "Colorano 'Silk' Cachet", picturing a building with
hexagonal shapes in the sky (supposed to be a breeder reactor). Above is "Knoxville World's Fair",
"Energy Expo '82" and below is "First Day of Issue". The stamp on the envelope pictures the same
"Breeder reactor" that is pictured in the cachet. The postmark date is "Apr 29 1982". Size: 6 1/2"
wide by 3 5/8" high. Condition: Near Mint. Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Category: 1984 Louisiana World Exposition (359 to 362)
Held in New Orleans on the 100th Anniversary of the World's Industrial and Cotton Centennial Exposition

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 359 - Ceramic Box with the blue and gold on white background "84" logo with the wave.
Above is "Louisiana World Exposition", and below "May 12 - Nov. 11, 1984" and ®. The box
stands on 4 legs that are part of the box and they are each painted silver on the outside. Each side of
the box also has a silver design on it. Size: 3" wide by 2 1/4" deep by 2 1/4" tall. Condition: Near
Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Lot # 360 - Egg Shaped Vase with the wave logo on the front with "Louisiana World Exposition",
"May 12 - Nov 11, 1984". There is gold gilt around the rim and on each of the 3 legs. Size: 2"
diameter by 2 3/8" tall. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 361 - Enamel Pelican pin with "World's Fair '84" written underneath. The enamel is white,
blue and yellow. The Pelican, known as Seymore D. Fair, is holding his umbrella down. Size: 1 1/8"
high by 3/4" wide. Condition: Mint, comes on the original card in the original plastic envelope.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 362 - Large Enamel Pin of Seymore D. Fair carrying a bottle of soda in his left hand and
holding an umbrella in the right hand. The colors are blue, white, turquoise, orange and red. The pin
is on the original card (the card has no markings). Size: 2" high by 1 1/4" wide. Condition: Pin is
Near Mint. Card is Extremely Fine. Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Category: Expo 86 (363 to 363)
Held in Vancouver British Columbia, Canada

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 363 - Brass "Security" Lapel Pin with "Expo 86" in raised letters. Size: 5/8" square. Condition:
Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 8 - $ 12

$4

Category: World Expo 88 (364 to 365)
Held in Brisbane, Queensland, Australia

Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 364 - Plastic Key Chain picturing the blue billed Platypus Mascot who was named "ExpoOz"
(written in small letters on his foot). The other side pictures ExpoOz facing the other direction. Size:
1" wide by 3 1/4" high including the ring. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Lot # 365 - Plastic Key Chain picturing the blue billed Platypus Mascot in front of a sign that points
to "World Expo 88". In the background are arrow signs with nation names on them. At the bottom is
"It's going to be great !" Size: 1 5/8" diameter (metal ring not included). Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: Modern Fairs (366 to 371)
Picture

Description
Lot # 366 - Large Paper Shopping Bag from "Expo 2010 Shanghai China". This bag is from the
"Licensed Products Store". There are 2 string handles. Size: Open: 10 3/4" wide by 4" deep by 15
1/2" tall. Condition: Very Fine, there are several creases and light soiling (it came with something I
bought there and I used the bag to carry it).
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

Minimum
Bid

$3

Lot # 367 - Sales Receipt from the "Expo 2010 Shanghai China Licensed Flagship Store" number
"0082817". This is the receipt that is stamped in red and given to you when you purchase a souvenir
in the official store. Size: 5 3/4" wide by 2 5/8" high. Condition: Extremely Fine a few light creases.
Estimate: $ 3 - $ 5

$1

Lot # 368 - Refrigerator Magnet from Expo 2015 in Milan Italy. The magnet has a raised image of
one of the many vegetables that graced many of the signs and souvenirs and has the Expo 2015 logo
below. The original thin cardboard holder at top that was used to hang the magnet from the display
rack pictures the fruit head logo designed by Disney and still has the original price tag on the back. It
is my understanding that Disney designed all the fruits and vegetables that appeared on their
souvenirs. Size: Magnet is 1 1/8" wide by 2 7/8" high. Overall the bag is 2 5/8" wide by 5 3/8" long.
Condition: Mint in the original bag. Estimate: $ 10 - $ 15

$5

Lot # 369 - Multicolor Card for "Leggero & Sano" or in English "Light & Healthy" food. One side
pictures 4 healthy food choices and the other side shows a map of Expo 2015 and where to find their
food stand. The Expo 2015 logo is on the card along with a list of the foods they sell. Size: 5 7/18"
wide by 3 15/16" high. Condition: Extremely Fine, slight damage to lower left corner.
Estimate: $ 6 - $ 8

$3

Lot # 370 - Folder "Fidenza Village", "The Luxury Shopping Experience" with "Authorized
Reseller" written above the 2015 logo on the cover. Written in several languages, including English
and Mandarin, this folder opens to 4 panels and describes the wonderful shopping experience one
will have if they visit this Italian Shopping Mall just outside of Parma. Size: 3 7/8" wide by 8 1/4"
high. Condition: Excellent.
Estimate: $ 5 - $ 8

$2

Lot # 371 - Pin Back Button for Tunisia Airways that was given out at their exhibit at the 2015
Milan Expo. Their galloping gazelle logo is in the center with "#VisitTunisiaWithTunisair"
underneath. It is printed in red on a white background. Size: 1 1/4" diameter. Condition: Near Mint.
Estimate: $ 4 - $ 6

$2

Category: Modern Reference (372 to 373)
Picture

Description

Minimum
Bid

Lot # 372 - 10 photos of the Ford exhibit, 2 are outside the ride and 8 are inside the ride. These
prints were made in the 1970s. The images are a bit fuzzy as they were probably printed from color
slides. Size: One is 3 1/2" square and the others are all about 5" wide by 3 3/8" high. Condition: The
pictures are excellent and undamaged.
Estimate: $ 2 - $ 4

$1

Lot # 373 - Booklet "New York World's Fair Medals 1939-1940", "by Weidhaas". This book is a
reprint of information from "The Numismatist" from 1963 & 1966. It contains 73 pages including 38
black and white plates of medals, elongates, pins, rings and badges. There is a description of each
pictured item including size, but there are no prices. A nice reference guide. Size: 6" wide by 9"
high. Condition: Extremely Fine. A few pages have bent corners, otherwise nice and clean.
Estimate: $ 10 - $ 20

$5
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